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Quasi-arbitrage and Price Manipulation

ABSTRACT

In an environment where trading volume affects security prices and where prices are uncertain when

trades are submitted, quasi-arbitrage is the availability of a series of trades which generate inÞnite

expected proÞts with an inÞnite Sharpe ratio. We show that when the price impact of trades is time

stationary, only linear price-impact functions rule out quasi-arbitrage and thus support viable market

prices. This holds whether a single asset or a portfolio of assets is traded. When the temporary and

permanent effects of trades on prices are independent, only the permanent price impact must be linear

while the temporary one can be of a more general form. We also extend the analysis to a nonstationary

framework.



IN ANY MARKET, TRADES can affect prices. In Þnancial markets, the same individual can buy and

subsequently sell the same security. In principle, then, a trader in a Þnancial market can manipulate

prices by buying and then selling the same security, with the expectation of earning a positive proÞt

from such a manipulation.

This paper takes the perspective of a market watcher who has no opinion on the direction of security

price movements but is an excellent student of the relation between trades and price changes. In fact,

he has estimated that relation with absolute precision, and is tempted to exploit this knowledge to

his advantage. In a market in which prices are uncertain when orders are submitted, he attempts to

implement a quasi-arbitrage which is a trading strategy that produces inÞnite expected proÞts with an

inÞnite Sharpe ratio. What are the possible relations between price changes and trades that rule out

quasi-arbitrage for this market watcher?

The absence of quasi-arbitrage is tantamount to market viability unless all agents are too risk averse.

A market is viable if no agent with a mean/standard-deviation utility function wishes to trade an inÞnite

amount.

The dependence of price on trade size has an immediate as well as a permanent component. The

price-impact function is the immediate price reaction to traded volume, including both temporary and

permanent effects. The price-update function is the permanent effect of trade size on future prices. This

paper�s main result is the characterization of the price-update function under stationarity. SpeciÞcally,

price-update functions that admit no quasi-arbitrage possibilities and thus ensure viable markets are

linear in trade size.

Recent empirical papers assume in addition to stationarity that the price-impact and price-update

functions are the same and suggest nonlinear price-update functions. Examples include Hasbrouck

(1991), Hausman et al. (1992), and Kempf and Korn (1999). Interpreted in light of our work, these

empirical results imply the feasibility of proÞtable manipulation. Alternatively, our work calls into

question either the stationarity underlying much of the empirical work or the identiÞcation of the
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price-impact with the price-update function. (Holthausen et al. (1987), Gemmill (1996), or Keim and

Madhavan (1996) make exactly the distinction between temporary and permanent effects of trades on

prices.)

Anticipating some of this paper�s results, Black (1995) imagines equilibrium exchanges where only

limit orders labeled by levels of urgency are traded, and informally argues that price moves at each

urgency level should be roughly proportional to order sizes to avoid �arbitrage�. Presumably, he had in

mind a time-stationary framework where trades have a permanent price impact only. Our paper does

not address limit orders, but provides a formal proof of Black�s conjecture when only market orders are

allowed.

The standard justiÞcation of a price-impact function in an environment with asymmetrically in-

formed agents is that information is impounded into prices through trades. Kyle (1985) is the leading

example. Such models assume linear price-impact functions for tractability. This paper argues that lin-

earity is justiÞed in an environment that rules out quasi-arbitrage. It thereby selects which price-update

and price-impact functions qualify for equilibrium.

The framework of this paper can also be used to evaluate Black�s (1995) conjecture that the Kyle

(1985) model allows price manipulation. We demonstrate that this is wrong for the monopolistic version

of Kyle, but true for the multiple-insider version if the number of insiders or the number of trades is

sufficiently large. Furthermore, we prove that the equilibrium price-impact functions in Kyle have to

be linear when time between trades is small and only smooth price-impact functions are considered.

The recent incomplete-markets, asset-pricing literature suggests to impose bounds on either the

Sharpe ratio (see Cochrane and Saa-Requejo (2000)) or the gain-loss ratio (see Bernardo and Ledoit

(2000)) to rule out �good deals�. Note that a costless investment opportunity that produces a Sharpe

ratio of δ is referred to as δ-arbitrage in the literature (see Ledoit (1995)). These bounds are then

used to calculate price bounds for the assets in the economy. Fortunately, the framework of this paper

can also embed such restrictions on prices. All results derived here for the absence of quasi-arbitrage
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(NoQA) are qualitatively the same as those for imposing no δ-arbitrage (NoδA) or no high gain-loss

ratio.

Also, a simple corollary of our analysis is that ruling out price manipulation in a pure risk-neutral

(NoM) world has the same implications for the shape of the price-update and price-impact functions

as the absence of quasi-arbitrage. A price manipulation embodies a trading strategy that generates

positive expected proÞts. However, note that a risk-neutral market is viable if and only if unbounded

price manipulation is impossible (NoUM).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section I previews our results. Section II deÞnes

quasi-arbitrage and relates it to various notions of arbitrage which are used in the literature. Section

III introduces the model and describes the properties of prices. Section IV characterizes the absence of

quasi-arbitrage when the price-update and price-impact functions are stationary. Section V investigates

nonstationary price-update and price-impact functions and discusses the Kyle (1985) model. Section

VI treats multi-asset price dynamics. Section VII studies the relationship between price impact and the

gain-loss ratio, and Section VIII concludes. All proofs are relegated to the Appendix.

I A Preview of the Results

The main results of this paper are formulated in ten propositions which offer conditions on the shape

of the price impact functions that are necessary, sufficient, or equivalent to the absence of price manip-

ulation, quasi-arbitrage, and market viability. The Þrst seven propositions deal with time-stationary

price-update and price-impact functions for one asset. Propositions 8-10 relax the assumption of sta-

tionarity and allow liquidity to vary across time, still in the single-asset framework. Since all ten

propositions are also true for multi-asset price-update and price-impact functions, the multi-asset case

requires only little additional analysis.

It is Proposition 7 that motivates all results in this paper. According to it, the absence of quasi-

arbitrage is equivalent to the viability of markets, if agents are not too risk averse. As Dybvig and Ross
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(1987) point out, arbitrage in complete markets cannot be allowed as it induces agents who prefer more

to less to take on inÞnite positions. They actually demonstrate the equivalence between the absence

of arbitrage and the existence of a competitive equilibrium. However, if markets are incomplete, this

equivalence breaks down. For example, Loewenstein and Willard (2000) show that in the presence of

credit constraints, an agent who prefers more to less may still be able to compute his optimal portfolio

even though arbitrage is possible. Similarly, Basak and Croitoru (2000), Liu and Longstaff (2000), and

Shleifer and Vishny (1997) prove the existence of equilibrium for markets in which arbitrage occurs but

agents face portfolio constraints of various kinds. In view of this, Proposition 7 implies that the market

incompleteness studied in this paper still allows a certain equivalence between market viability and the

postulate of no arbitrage.

Propositions 1 and 2 assert that the price-update function must be linear in trade size to rule out

quasi-arbitrage, regardless of the shape of the temporary price impact. Since Proposition 1 makes no

assumptions about the distributions of the random elements of the price, such as news arrival and noise

trades, the linearity of the price-update function holds only in expected terms. However, in Proposition

2, where all relevant random variables are normal, the linearity derived is exact.

This linearity contradicts empirical Þndings of a nonlinear price update. We will discuss a couple

of regression equations used in the literature in Section IV.A. One argument often advanced to justify

nonlinear price-update functions is that transaction costs outweigh the gains derived from exploiting

nonlinear price updating. For example, if the price-update function is concave for purchases and convex

for sales, as found in Hasbrouck (1991) and Kempf and Korn (1999), it would induce a quasi-arbitrageur

to bid up the price by buying many small lots of shares over time and then to unwind his position by

selling all the shares at once. Without transaction costs, such a strategy is proÞtable on average if

sufficiently many trades are done. However, even in the presence of transaction costs, quasi-arbitrage

is possible. This is the main implication of Propositions 1 and 2 which permit Þxed and per-share

transactions costs.
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By virtue of Proposition 7, Propositions 1 and 2 are useful for choosing equilibrium price-update

and price-impact functions, because market viability is essential for any equilibrium. Compare this

with Allen and Gale (1992) who employ a Glosten and Milgrom-type (1985) framework to construct

equilibria in which uninformed agents proÞtably manipulate the security price. However, this price

manipulation does not erode the equilibrium because traders are volume-constrained.

Propositions 3 and 4 impose conditions on the random elements of the price and on the price-impact

function, respectively. Proposition 3 contends that the absence of quasi-arbitrage rules out trends: the

conditional expectation of noise trades and news must be zero. Otherwise, quasi-arbitrage would be

feasible. Proposition 4 states two conditions that the price-impact function must respect in order to

exclude quasi-arbitrage. First, the difference between the price impact of buying q shares and that of

selling q shares must be no smaller than the price update of buying q shares. Second, the price-impact

function cannot be constant unless the price-update function is zero. Both facts will become clearer

following the model�s introduction in Section III.

If the price-impact function is a multiple of the price-update function, then Proposition 5 shows

that the absence of quasi-arbitrage is characterized by the linearity of both functions involved. Hence,

linearity is also sufficient for the absence of quasi-arbitrage. For arbitrary price-impact functions and

linear price-update functions, Proposition 6 provides a condition on the shape of the price-impact

function that guarantees the infeasibility of quasi-arbitrage. This condition says that quasi-arbitrage is

ruled out whenever the price-impact function is large enough relative to the price-update function.

Note that Jarrow (1992) investigates whether a large trader, whose trades move the price in an

otherwise complete market, can make proÞts from price manipulation. He gives several examples of

pure arbitrages and states a sufficient condition that rules out arbitrage, but is unable to characterize it.

A characterization is quite difficult in his framework since very general price processes are permitted.

However, our Proposition 5 demonstrates that for the prices studied here there exists an equivalent

condition for market viability.
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Proposition 8 considers nonstationary price-update and price-impact functions when they are linear

and their slopes vary stochastically over time. It implies that the absence of price manipulation requires

expected market liquidity, measured by the slopes of both the price-update and price-impact functions,

not to decrease too fast. If all functions are restricted to be deterministic, then both the absence of

quasi-arbitrage and the absence of price manipulation can even be characterized by conditions deÞned

on the functions� slopes, as Proposition 9 claims.

Finally, Proposition 10 proves that the equilibrium price-impact functions in the Kyle (1985) model

have to linear if time between trades becomes small.

II DeÞnition of Quasi-arbitrage

In complete markets a pure arbitrage is deÞned as a costless, self-Þnancing investment opportunity

which renders a nonnegative payoff with probability one and a positive payoff with positive probability

at some point later . More formally, suppose K assets can be traded over N periods and that all

possible K-dimensional price vectors are described by the set P, where each element of P is deÞned on

the probability space (Ω,F ,P). A trading strategy can be described by the sequence (pn, θn, µn)
N
n=1,

where pn ∈ P, θn denotes the vector of portfolio weights for the K assets, and µn is the cash held at

time n. A pure arbitrage is a trading strategy which satisÞes pT1 θ1 + µ1 = 0 (no costs of investing),

pTnθn−1+µn−1 = pTnθn+µn for 1 ≤ n ≤ N (self-Þnancing property; note that the risk-free interest rate

is assumed to be zero here for convenience), and P[pTNθN + µN ≥ 0] = 1 and P[pTNθN + µN > 0] > 0. If

we introduce the sequence of vectors {qn}Nn=1, where each qn represents the (signed) traded quantities

of the K assets at time n (purchases have a positive and sales have a negative sign), a pure arbitrage

can be characterized as follows: there exists a pure arbitrage opportunity if and only if there exists a

sequence of trades {qn}Nn=1 such that
PN
n=1 qn = 0, P[

PN
n=1 p

T
nqn ≤ 0] = 1, and P[

PN
n=1 p

T
nqn < 0] > 0.

In words, whenever there is a pure arbitrage one can Þnd a multiperiod �round-trip� trading strategy

which produces nonpositive trading costs with probability one and negative trading costs with positive
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probability; on the other hand, a trading strategy of the latter type is always a pure arbitrage.

A crucial assumption underlying complete markets is that prices are known before trades are ini-

tiated, that is, at the beginning of each period n, every trader observes the price vector pn for which

he can transact. If this condition is violated, pure arbitrages are hard to implement, because prices

may fall after a trader submitted a sell order or rise after a buy order was initiated. Such adverse

price movements make it difficult to avoid states in which losses occur with positive probability. Pure

arbitrage is de facto infeasible when there is a chance that prices become zero.

This paper considers prices which are uncertain before trades take place. To determine the set of

prices which support a viable market, we therefore cannot rely on a no pure-arbitrage condition but

need to Þnd conditions that take into account the speciÞc incompleteness of the markets discussed here.

The basic object of our arbitrage concept is the set

Π ,
(
π0N ∈ R | π0N = −

NX
n=1

pTnqn − c(N), (1)

where
NX
n=1

qn = 0, qn ∈ DM , pn ∈ P, for 1 ≤ n ≤ N , N ∈N
)

of all possible trading revenues caused by multiperiod round-trip trades (DM denotes the domain of the

trade size). We will refer to any element of Π simply as round-trip trade. Note that every round-trip

trade in Π is self-Þnancing. The function c(.) measures the Þxed costs of N transactions. For instance, if

a commission fee of c is levied for each transaction, c(N) would be cN (one could also make c(.) depend

on the number of assets traded within one transaction; but since this generalization would not add

anything to our analysis we omit it). Having Π we can now formalize the idea of a price manipulation.

A (risk-neutral) price manipulation is a round-trip trade π0N ∈ Π with E[π0N ] > 0. Allen and

Gale (1992a and 1992b) examine this type of price manipulation in the Glosten and Milgrom (1985)

framework. This paper is based on the following deÞnitions.

DeÞnition 1 An unbounded (risk-neutral) price manipulation is a sequence {π0Nm}∞m=1 of round-trip
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trades with limm→∞E[π0Nm ] =∞.

DeÞnition 2 A quasi-arbitrage is an unbounded price manipulation {π0Nm}∞m=1 which satisÞes

limm→∞
E[π0Nm ]
Std[π0Nm ]

=∞.

A quasi-arbitrage is thus a sequence of round-trip trades that exhibit not only inÞnite expected

proÞts but also inÞnite expected proÞts per unit of risk, since the ratio SR(π0Nm) , E[π
0
Nm
]/Std[π0Nm ]

can be interpreted as the �Sharpe ratio� of the trading proÞts. The standard deviation is allowed to

converge to inÞnity as long as the expected value grows at a faster rate. Observe that our Sharpe ratio

is homogeneous of degree zero. Therefore, if a quasi-arbitrage is divisible (meaning that any fraction

of the quasi-arbitrage can be held), the risk can be reduced without altering the Sharpe ratio. In fact,

the risk of a quasi-arbitrage can be eliminated asymptotically, because one can always Þnd a sequence

of portfolio weights {θn}∞n=1 such that limm→∞ E[θmπ0Nm ] =∞ and limm→∞ Std[θmπ0Nm ] = 0. We will

provide examples of such risk-eliminating investment strategies in Section IV.A.

As previously mentioned, we will also use here the notion of a δ-arbitrage. In our setup, a δ-

arbitrage is an element π0N ∈ Π for which SR(π0N) > δ. Obviously, a quasi-arbitrage is a δ-arbitrage

and consequently imposing the absence of δ-arbitrage limits the set of admissible prices considerably

more than the absence of quasi-arbitrage does.

Note that in general one cannot determine whether the absence of quasi-arbitrage restricts prices

more than the absence of pure arbitrage. It is interesting, however, that the absence of pure arbitrage

is a stronger condition than the absence of quasi-arbitrage when P has a Þnite support. This can be

seen as follows. By Chebyshev�s inequality, any quasi-arbitrage {π0Nm}∞m=1 converges in probability to

inÞnity, and hence there exists a round-trip trade π0N such that P[π0N > 0] = 1. Since π0N is a pure

arbitrage, we conclude that prices that rule out pure arbitrage also forbid quasi-arbitrage. The reverse,

however, fails to be true.

Quasi-arbitrage is closely related to asymptotic arbitrage as introduced in Huberman (1982) for

the APT. An asymptotic arbitrage is a sequence of zero-cost investments that produces an inÞnite
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average return in the limit, while the variance of the returns falls to zero. Translated in our language,

an asymptotic arbitrage is a sequence {π0Nm}∞m=1 of round-trip trades such that limm→∞ E[π0Nm ] = ∞

and limm→∞ Std[π0Nm ] = 0. So, in particular, it is also a quasi-arbitrage. From the aforementioned

follows therefore that a quasi-arbitrage is the same as an asymptotic arbitrage if the former is divisible.

But in case of indivisibility, a quasi-arbitrage is not necessarily an asymptotic arbitrage. There is one

important difference between aymptotic arbitrage here and in Huberman (1982). While in Huberman

asymptotic arbitrage occurs when the number of the return�s (cross-sectional) factors becomes inÞnite,

asymptotic arbitrage here occurs when the total trading volume goes to inÞnity.

III Price Model and Market Conditions

The Þrst subsection describes the price process, while the second cites the main assumptions used for

our market model.

A Price Dynamics

Consider a trader of K assets over N periods. Each asset can be bought or sold via market orders

at any time. In each period n, the initial price of each asset is given by the last price update for

each asset summarized by the vector �pn. In the absence of uncertainty a trader has to pay a total of

[�pn+Pn(qn)]
T qn if he trades the vector of quantities qn, and the initial prices for the next period will be

�pn+1 = �pn +Un(qn). The price-impact function Pn : D→ RK , D ⊆ RK , measures the immediate price

reaction of each asset to the trade qn, including both the permanent and the temporary price impact.

The price-update function Un : D → RK , on the other hand, describes the trade�s permanent impact

on future prices. Hence, the temporary price impact is the difference Pn − Un. The domain D of the

trade size will typically be RK or ZK , but more general sets are allowed. The minimal assumptions

that D has to respect is {0,±1} ⊆ D and d ∈ D implies −d ∈ D. If these conditions are met, we call D

a symmetric domain.
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From the trader�s perspective, other orders are random. In each period, all orders are submitted

simultaneously. In addition, news that reveals value-relevant information arrives randomly. To incor-

porate both types of uncertainty, the price process is augmented with stochastic terms as follows. After

the most recent trade qn−1 at the end of period n−1, the public news εn ∈ Dε ⊆RK (Dε is symmetric)

is revealed at the beginning of period n and the price is updated to �pn, taking into account both the

last trade and the latest news. Since trading takes place only at the end of the period, the trader knows

�pn and εn before his trade in period n, but not the net order size of the other market participants

described by ηn, which is taken from the symmetric domain Dη. Note that the trader�s (symmetric)

domain will be denoted by DM ⊆ RK , so that D = DM +Dη, D being the domain of the price-update

and price-impact functions. This structure gives rise to the following price dynamics:

�pn = �pn−1 + Un−1(qn−1 + ηn−1) + εn (2)

pn = �pn + Pn(qn + ηn),

where pn denotes the transaction price. The ηn�s represent the residual trades over time, i.e., all orders

other than those of the trader; they are iid with zero expected value. The εn�s describe the disclosure

of news through time, and are also iid random variables with zero mean, independent of the ηn�s. Both

stochastic processes are deÞned on the same probability space, (Ω,F ,P). (If the range of the random

variables covers RK , negative prices cannot be excluded.) The zero means of ηn and εn imply that the

prices in (2) form a martingale if zero net total trading volume is expected.

In view of (2), buying qn costs pTnqn and the initial prices for the subsequent period are given by

�pn+1. Moreover, note that the initial quote �pn is the origin of the price-impact function in period n.

Since the trader knows εn but not ηn before his trade at time n, uncertainty over the current price

is thus captured only by ηn, while uncertainty over subsequent prices is determined by the randomness

of {εj}Nj=n+1 and {ηj}Nj=n. After the trade has occurred, the trader can extract ηn directly from the
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price pn only when Pn is strictly monotonic; otherwise he must get the information on ηn from the

publicly available records of trades at the exchange house. This environment should best capture real

trading activity: while it is unlikely that new information occurs at the moment of submitting a trade,

other trades not known to a trader are likely to happen. Summarizing, public information at time

n, which we denote by Fn, includes the knowledge of {�pj}nj=1, {pj}n−1j=1 , {ηj}n−1j=1 , and {εj}nj=1. The

conditional expectation given Fn will be denoted by En. The price-update and price-impact functions

are deterministic and therefore known.

We assume that in every period competitive liquidity providers stand ready to Þll all the orders with

a total volume of qn + ηn. The prices given by (2) are thus set by those liquidity providers, with the

price-update and price-impact functions representing their price reaction to trade size. Such providers

resemble the market makers in Kyle (1985). In addition, Þxed transactions costs may be charged by

intermediaries: c(k) speciÞes the Þxed costs of k trades.

All trading takes place within the time interval [0, 1] which represents a short-term time horizon like

one day or one week. Hence, the riskless rate can be set to zero. Any number of trades or equivalently

any frequency of trading is permitted. At time zero, before trading starts, each trader indicates his

preference for the maximal time that should be allowed between trades. Since there are only Þnitely

many traders, the exchange can choose a trading frequency that accommodates all traders preferences.

This frequency is made public at time zero.

A relatively tractable special case of (2) is

�pn = α�pn−1 + (IK − α)pn−1 + εn (3)

pn = �pn + Pn(qn + ηn)

where IK is the K-dimensional identity matrix and α = diag(α1,α2, . . . ,αK), all αj ∈ [0, 1]. The price

dynamics (3) can be obtained by setting Un = (IK−α)Pn. For each asset, the individual faces an initial
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price that is a convex combination of the previous initial price and the price of the last trade. In this case,

temporary and permanent price changes are closely linked. This will allow the derivation of stronger

conditions that are implied by the absence of quasi-arbitrage or the absence of price manipulation.

When α = 0, i.e., Un = Pn, then (3) simpliÞes to

pn = pn−1 + Un(qn + ηn) + εn, (4)

implying that the price change is a function of the current trade and randomness only, i.e., it does not

depend on history. The recursion in (4) asserts that the transaction price and the price update for each

asset coincide and that each trade has only a permanent impact on the security prices.

Observe that the Kyle (1985) model can be retrieved from (4). Just set K = 1 and D = DM =

Dη = Dε = R. Consequently, the price model in (2) should be understood as a generalization of the

Kyle model.

B Market ClassiÞcation

The variance-covariance matrices V ar[ηN ] and V ar[εN ] of the residual trades and news (if they exist) may

depend on the total number of trades, N . We write V ar[ηN ] = O(f(N)) to express the fact that each

(i, j)-component of V ar[ηN ], as a function ofN , asymptotically evolves as fij(N), i.e., limN→∞ V ar[ηN ]ij/fij(N)

is a positive constant, and we write V ar[ηN ] = o(f(N)) if limN→∞ V ar[ηN ]ij/fij(N) = 0. In complete

markets, typically V ar[ηN ] = O(
1
N 1K×K) is postulated, where 1K×K is the K-dimensional square ma-

trix with only ones. Basically, what this says is that the total variance and covariances of each asset

during a Þxed time horizon is evenly divided between the N per-period variances and covariances of

that asset. In contrast, we will permit more general behavior of the variances, for instance, we will also

study the case V ar[ηN ] = O(1K×K), where the total variances and covariances accrued during [0, 1]

are increasing linearly in the trading frequency. Such an assumption is appropriate if market volatility

rises due to a higher trading intensity. Note that, in a strict sense, all terms appearing in (2) actually
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depend on N . Nevertheless, our notation will suppress this dependence unless necessary for clarity.

Fixed costs are zero or always satisfy c(N) = O(Nκ), κ < 2. We distinguish here four markets

depending on the properties of the price uncertainty and the price-update and price-impact functions.

To this end, deÞne bPn : DM → RK q 7−→ E[Pn(q + η)] and bUn : DM → RK q 7−→ E[Un(q + η)],

the expected price-impact function and the expected price-update function, respectively. If all bPn�s and
bUn�s exist, in other words, if prices all have Þrst moments, then we call the market described by (2)
M1(P1,Π1), where P1 is the set of prices and Π1 is the corresponding set of round-trip trades (see (1)).

In the second market not only the bPn�s and bUn�s exist, but also V (q;Pn, N) , V ar[Pn(q+ ηN )] > 0
and V (q;Un,N) , V ar[Un(q + ηN)] > 0 are well deÞned for all q ∈ DM , where ηN assumes the

distribution of the residual trades if N is the maximal number of transactions. Furthermore, we require

V (q;Pn, N) = O(Nγ1K×K), V (q;Un,N) = O(Nζ1K×K), and V ar[εN ] = O(Nϑ1K×K), where γ < 1,

ζ < 1, and ϑ < 1. Hence, per-period variances and covariances of the price updates and price impacts

can go up no more than linearly in N . Put differently, the total variances and covariances during the

time interval [0, 1] can grow no more than quadratically in N . The market that meets all conditions

stated in this paragraph shall be labelledM2(P2,Π2).

M1(P1,Π1) andM2(P2,Π2) become the marketsM0
1(P 01,Π01) andM0

2(P 02,Π02), respectively, if each

satisÞes in addition bUn(q) ≥ −bUn(−q) for all q ∈ DM , q ≥ 0. This inequality says that purchases have
an expected price update no smaller than sales. It can be interpreted in various ways. One argument

is that sales often occur because of liquidity shocks and hence have less informational content. Or, the

exchange may want to adopt such a rule to make price upwards movement more likely than downwards

movement (there is a lower bound on prices, namely zero, but not an upper bound; moreover, if one

embeds our framework into a long-run model, prices need an upwards trend to be attractive enough).

Obviously,M0
2(P 02,Π02) ⊆M0

1(P 01,Π01) ⊆M1(P1,Π1) andM0
2(P 02,Π02) ⊆M2(P2,Π2) ⊆M1(P1,Π1).

The conditions introduced above are quite general. Here are some candidate price-update and price-

impact functions and candidate distributions of residual trades and news that meet the requirements
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of our markets. For simplicity assume K = 1 and D = DM = Dη = Dε = R. If the residual trades and

news are normally distributed and (real) mappings like q 7−→ |q|β sign(q), 0 < β < 1, or q 7−→ q2j−1,

j ∈N, are chosen for the price-update and price-impact function, then all three markets can be created

by selecting appropriate variances as a function of N . In fact, any function dominated (in absolute value)

by either of the two classes of mappings is a candidate when it exhibits moderate variation. Hence,

candidate functions need not be smooth. Note, however, that candidate functions must be continuous,

L(R)-a.e. (L(A) , A ⊆ RK , is the Lebesque measure on A), and bounded on each compact interval,

if the residual trades have a continuous distribution. If it is discrete, not even continuity is required,

though marketsM2(P2,Π2) andM0
2(P 02,Π02) require the variation of the price-update and price-impact

functions not to be too large. Whether the support of the residual trades� distribution (continuous or

discrete) is bounded or unbounded does not affect the results derived below.

Naturally, we say that a market M(P,Π) is free of quasi-arbitrage or price manipulation if there

exist no quasi-arbitrages or price manipulations in the market, respectively, independent of the initial

price.

A property of a function which is closely related to the absence of quasi-arbitrage and the absence

of price manipulation (as we shall prove below) is quasi-linearity.

DeÞnition 3 A function f : D→ RK is quasi-linear if it has the representation

f(y) = λy + Sf (y) (5)

on D, L(D) − a.e., λ ∈ RK×K being positive semideÞnite, where the D-Borel-measurable function

Sf : D→ RK satisÞes

En[Sf (�qn + ηn)] = 0 (6)

for all Fn-measurable random variables �qn : Ω→ D, 1 ≤ n ≤ N . We call Sf the supplementary function

of f .
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We will interpret this deÞnition after Proposition 1. Only note that equation (6) does not imply

Sf = 0 in general (see Appendix B), and that in the case K = 1, positive semideÞniteness of λ boils

down to λ being a nonnegative real number.

IV Single-asset Time-stationary Price Impact

The two examples below illustrate that price-update functions can cause quasi-arbitrage or bounded

price manipulation. Both examples assume U = P , DM = {0,±1,±2,±3}, Dη = Dε = {0,±1,±2},

P[ηn = 0] = 2
5 , P[ηn = 1] = P[ηn = −1] = 1

5 , P[ηn = 2] = P[ηn = −2] = 1
10 , and p0 = 41λ, λ > 0.

Example 1. Consider the price-update function

U(x) =



0 if x = 0

±2λ if x = ±1

±4λ if x = ±2

10λ if 3 < x < 5

5λ if − 5 < x < −3

,

which satisÞes E[U(ηn)] = 0 (the trader does not anticipate a price change unless he trades). In this

case, purchases move the price more than sales. Certain empirical papers report such an asymmetric

price impact in that block purchases have a larger price impact than block sales (see, e.g., Gemmill

(1996) or Holthausen et al. (1987)). Chan and Lakonishok (1995) report the same for institutional

trades. Such a price-update function allows quasi-arbitrage. The trading strategy of buying three units

in each of the Þrst m periods and then selling three units in each of the following m period yields

expected proÞts of

E[π02m] = E[−
2mX
n=2

U(qn + ηn)
2mX
j=n

qj −
2mX
n=2

εn

2mX
j=n

qj ] =
λ

4
m(21m− 75)
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because E[U(3 + ηn)] = 8λ and E[U(−3 + ηn)] = −92λ. Note that E[π02m] > 0 when m ≥ 4. A similar

computation reveals that V ar[π02m] = o(m
3/2). Hence, SR(π02m)→∞ as m→∞.

Example 2. Keim and Madhavan (1996) and Scholes (1972) provide evidence that there are also

markets with a stronger permanent price impact of sales. Such a situation arises if

U(x) =



0 if x = 0

±2λ if x = ±1

±4λ if x = ±2

5λ if 3 < x < 5

−10λ if − 5 < x < −3

.

(again E[U(ηn)] = 0). Now, consider the strategy of selling two units in each of the Þrst six periods,

and then buying three units in each of the following four periods. Since E[U(−2 + ηn)] = −5λ and

E[U(3 + ηn)] = 9
2λ, this strategy renders an expected proÞt of 15λ. Note that the number of trades,

N , is uniformly bounded for all π0N ∈ Π1, i.e., sup{N ∈ N | ∃N such that π0N ∈ Π1} < ∞, due to the

nonnegativity of prices and the stronger impact of sales. Therefore, unbounded price manipulation and,

in particular, quasi-arbitrage does not exist. A δ-arbitrage may exist depending on the level of δ.

A Necessary Conditions for the Absence of Quasi-arbitrage

We start with the main result of this subsection.

Proposition 1 Each of the following conditions,

(NoQA) the absence of quasi-arbitrage inM0
2(P 02,Π02);

(NoUM) the absence of unbounded price manipulation inM0
1(P 01,Π01);

(NoδA) the absence of δ-arbitrage inM2(P2,Π2);

(NoM) the absence of price manipulation inM1(P1,Π1);
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requires U to be quasi-linear.

Proposition 1 says that each of (NoQA)-(NoM) implies a price-update function that can be written

as the sum of a linear function (with nonnegative slope) and its supplementary function SU of U , which

in conditional expected terms drops out. The latter holds regardless of what order the trader submits,

because the trader�s strategy set is identical to the set consisting of all Fn-measurable random variables.

Hence, traders always expect linear price updating.

The intuition underlying Proposition 1 transpires from the outline of the proof offered below. For

convenience, we divide the outline of the proof into four steps and assume D = DM = Dη = Dε = R.

The formal proof is in Appendix A. We only discuss (NoQA) and (NoM), because the results for the

other two are consequences of the former. Also note that whenever we compute second moments or

Sharpe ratios we implicitly assume that the conditions inM0
2(P 02,Π02) are met.

Step 1 : The expected price-update function must be symmetric, i.e., �U(q) = − �U(−q). To show this,

note that either �U(q) > − �U(−q) or �U(q) < − �U(−q) for a q > 0 would invite price manipulation. In the

former case (where purchasing q units has a stronger impact on the price update than selling q units), a

trader could buy q shares in each of the Þrst m periods and then sell q shares in each of the subsequent

m periods. The mean and the Sharpe ratio of this round-trip strategy satisfy E[π02m] = O(m2) and

limm→∞SR(π02m) =∞. In the second case, the reverse strategy (Þrst selling q shares in each of the Þrst

m periods and then buying back q shares in each of periods m+ 1 to 2m) would yield E[π02m] > 0 (note

that �U(q) < − �U(−q) need not be treated for (NoQA)). Hence, the symmetry of �U . It is straightforward

to check that also �U(q) ≥ 0 for q > 0 must hold.

Step 2 : �U is continuous, i.e., lim n→∞ �U(q
(q)
n ) = �U(q), q ∈ DM\{0}, when limn→∞ q(q)n = q. To

sketch the idea of this part of the proof, consider the following example. Suppose that the price-update

function has an upward jump at q > 0, that is, lim
q
(q)
n →q+

�U(q
(q)
n ) > �U(q). The strategy of buying

q
(q)
n > q shares in each of the Þrst m periods and selling q shares in each of the following m periods,

where q(q)n is chosen arbitrarily close to q, yields E[π02m] = O(m2) and limm→∞SR(π02m) = ∞. Due to
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the jump, the updating reacts less to sales than to buys, causing the average selling price to exceed the

average purchasing price. Appendix A demonstrates that for any possible type of jump there exists a

quasi-arbitrage.

Step 3 : �U is linear, since each of (NoM) and (NoQA) is incompatible with �U(q) > �U(1)q or �U(q) <

�U(1)q, for an arbitrary q. To see this, consider the Þrst case and note that q > 0 can be assumed to

be a rational number. Now, buying q shares in each of the Þrst m periods and then selling one share

in each of the following mq periods (mq can be chosen to be an integer) yields E[π02m] = O(m2) and

limm→∞SR(π02m) = ∞, since the selling moves the price down by less than the degree to which the

buying shifts the price upwards. The second inequality can be rejected analogously.

Step 4 : Proving that U is quasi-linear. For this purpose, deÞne SU (q) , U(q)− �U(q). Then, Step 3

implies E[SU (q + ηn)] = 0 for all q, which in turn has (5) and (6) for U as a consequence.

The quasi-arbitrages above always exhibit Std[π02m] = o(m
θ), θ < 2. As a consequence, the sequence

of investments {m−φπ02m}∞m=1, θ < φ < 2, would constitute an asymptotic arbitrage, if the quasi-

arbitrages were divisible.

Next, we propose two distributions of the residual trades, each of which causes the supplementary

function of U to be zero. One possibility is that the residual trades are zero, and the second is that

they are normally distributed.

Proposition 2 Suppose D = DM = Dη = Dε = R and that either

i. P[ηn = 0] = 1, for 1 ≤ n ≤ N (zero residual trades) or

ii. the residual trades are normally distributed.

Then, the price-update function in Proposition 1 is linear, L(R)−a.e., and not only quasi-linear.

Notice that case i describes the situation where only one trader affects the price in each period

(ηn = 0means that the total net trading volume of all the other traders is zero). Contrary to Proposition

1, the absence of either price manipulation or quasi-arbitrage now requires the price-update function to
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be exactly linear and not only linear in expected terms. It can also be shown that Proposition 2 is true

when the residual trades are a certain transform of a zero-mean normal random variable (for details see

Remark 1 in Appendix A).

One important formal feature of the price process (2) is that the price-impact function P can be

chosen to include Þxed per-share transaction costs. Hence, Propositions 1 and 2 are also valid when

commissions have to be paid per share.

Note that the supplementary function of U need not be zero for other distributions, as three examples

in Appendix B demonstrate. For empirical studies, then, nonlinear price-update functions can be used,

but their conditional expectation must be linear in trade size.

Proposition 2 provides a theoretical justiÞcation for looking at linear additive price processes of

the type pn = pn−1 + λqn + εn (i.e., setting U = P ), which has been popular in the literature, with

tractability being the main motivation (see Dutta and Madhavan (1995), Hausman et al. (1992), or

Bertsimas and Lo (1998)). Note that this speciÞcation is also sufficient to rule out price manipulation

and quasi-arbitrage. This is one of the main results in the next section.

To assume bU(0) 6= 0 or E[εn] 6= 0 would be harmful in this context. For example, if E[εn] > 0,

then buying one share in the Þrst period and selling this share some periods later would be proÞtable,

because the price moves up between the purchase and the sale due to E[εn] > 0. To exclude this kind of

manipulation, the price process (2) must not include trend components in the short run. This justiÞes

our zero-mean assumptions, and is stated as the next proposition.

Proposition 3 If either E[U(0)] 6= 0 or E[εn] 6= 0, then the price process (2) will violate (NoM) and

(NoδA). In particular, if E[U(0)] > 0 or E[εn] > 0, then each of (NoQA)-(NoM) does not hold.

We can also derive necessary conditions for the price-impact function, although they have a less

compact form than the conditions in Propositions 1 and 2. Thus, we are content here with giving only

two of them.
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Proposition 4 If either (NoQA), (NoUM), (NoδA), or (NoM) is true, then the following two condi-

tions must hold:

i. �P (q)− �P (−q) R �U(q) for q R 0, q ∈ DM , and

ii. P cannot be constant when U 6= 0.

If we interpret the left-hand side of condition i in Proposition 4 as the spread of the price-impact

function, then condition i says that the spread at any trade size has to exceed the price update resulting

from that trade. Were this not true, the trading strategy cited in Step 1 of the proof following Proposition

1 (buying q shares in each of the Þrst m periods and then selling q shares in each of the next m periods)

would allow price manipulation and quasi-arbitrage. The same trading strategy also implies the second

condition in Proposition 4. P always has to be a function of the trade size, unless U = 0. Stated

differently, price update and price impact can never offset each other perfectly, unless U = P = 0.

Proposition 2 rules out various tempting functional forms for the price-impact function. For instance,

Breen et al. (2000) estimate a price-impact function where the inter-transaction return is linear in

the traded quantity, i.e., (pn − pn−1)/pn−1 = α + λqn + εn. This regression equation implies pn =

(1 + α + λqn + εn)pn−1, giving rise to quasi-arbitrage. To see this, take N = 2 and q2 = −q1, and

compute E[π02] = p0q1(−α + λq1)(1 + α + λq1) = O(q31) and limq1→∞SR(π02) = ∞. A second price

process is pn = pn−1 + λ 1n
Pn−1
i=0 qn−i + εn (Dutta and Madhavan (1995) employ a variant of this price

process). It is easy to Þnd a quasi-arbitrage for these prices. Finally, for price processes where the

average is taken over prices rather than over the trading quantities, like pn =
Pm
i=1 αipn−i + λqn + εn,

m > 0 (see Hasbrouck (1991)), quasi-arbitrage or mere bounded price manipulation may be feasible,

too, depending on the value of the αi�s.

B A Sufficient Condition for the Absence of Quasi-arbitrage

This subsection derives a sufficient condition for (NoQA)-(NoM). With the aid of this condition we are

able to establish a characterization of the absence of price manipulation and quasi-arbitrage for the
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case U = (1 − α)P , where the price-update and price-impact functions are multiples of each other.

The absence of quasi-arbitrage is equivalent to the linearity of both the price-update and price-impact

functions. If U and P are independent, our sufficient condition will serve us to Þnd some interesting

examples of price-impact functions that give rise to market prices which do not allow quasi-arbitrage.

The main observation leading to this sufficient condition is the fact that sup{E[π0N ] | π0N ∈ Π} = 0

if U and P are both are quasi-linear and P > 1
2U for q > 0, as is shown in Appendix A. Hence, we can

state the following auxiliary result.

Lemma 1 Each of (NoQA)-(NoM) holds, whenever U and P are both quasi-linear and P (x) ≥ 1
2U(x)

for x ≥ 0, x ∈ D.

Then, Lemma 1 and Propositions 1 and 2 imply the following.

Proposition 5 Suppose that U = (1− α)P . Then, quasi-linearity of U and P is equivalent to each

(NoQA) the absence of quasi-arbitrage inM0
2(P 02,Π02);

(NoUM) the absence of unbounded price manipulation inM0
1(P 01,Π01);

(NoδA) the absence of δ-arbitrage inM2(P2,Π2);

(NoM) the absence of price manipulation inM1(P1,Π1).

If the residual trades assume one of the distributions stated in Proposition 2, then we obtain the

stronger result that each of (NoQA)-(NoM) is characterized by the linearity of U and P .

Proposition 5 connects (NoQA)-(NoM) through one common characterizing property, namely, the

quasi-linearity of the price-update and price-impact functions, provided the price evolves according to

(3) or (4).

If P is not a multiple of U , then nonlinear price-impact functions can also lead to prices without

quasi-arbitrage opportunities. With the help of the proposition below, which follows directly from

Lemma 1, we can construct examples illustrating this point.
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Proposition 6 Let U be quasi-linear. If P (x) ≥ 1
2U(x) for x ≥ 0, x ∈ D, and P (x) ≤ 1

2U(x) for

x < 0, x ∈ D, then (NoQA)-(NoM) are all satisÞed.

Consider the price-impact function P (x) = 1
2 [A sign(x) + U(x)], where A > 0 is a constant. This

function exhibits a discontinuity at zero (with jump size A) and intersects the price-update function

twice. From Proposition 6, both price manipulation and quasi-arbitrage are infeasible if U is quasi-

linear. Glosten (1994) constructs an equilibrium with an open limit order book and describes situations

where price revision intersects the actual price schedule.

Hasbrouck (1991) provides empirical evidence that security prices are concave for purchases and

convex for sales. This relation can be modeled here by taking a symmetric price-impact function that

is concave in some positive range without violating the conditions stated in Proposition 6, which imply

that P has to grow (decline) at least linearly eventually.

Evidently, many more admissible U and P with very complicated price-impact functions can be

found here. This suggests that in the case U 6= (1− α)P , sufficient conditions for (NoQA)-(NoM) that

are also necessary may be very hard to derive. We refrain from further examination.

C Market Viability

As deÞned in the introduction, a market is viable if and only if no agent wishes to trade an inÞnite

amount of shares over a Þnite time horizon. If the utility is derived from the mean and standard

deviation of an investment, then considering the agent with the smallest level of risk aversion is sufficient

to verify a market�s viability. The indifference curve Iu : R+ → R of this trader is implicitly deÞned by

u(Iu(Std), Std) = u, u ∈ R. He is said to have asymptotically moderate risk aversion if Iu(x) = O(xθ)

for θ < 1
2(3− ψ), where ψ = max(γ, ζ,ϑ), V (q;Pn,N) = O(Nγ), V (q;Un,N) = O(Nζ), and V ar[εN ] =

O(Nϑ), γ < 1, ζ < 1, and ϑ < 1. Examples of such preferences are drawn in Figure 1. If ψ = −1

(classical case), the steepest permissible indifference curve is quadratic, like I1 in Figure 1. If ψ = 0

(constant per-period volatility of residual trades and news), the admissible indifference curves can grow
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as fast as Std3/2. Finally, for large ψ close to one, they are asymptotically bounded below by linear

functions. Hence, our assumptions always allow linear and decreasing indifference curves.

One may interpret strictly increasing and strictly convex indifference curves (like I1) as representing

increasing risk aversion in the (E, Std) space. Similarly, strictly increasing indifference curves describe

constant risk aversion when they are linear (see I2), and decreasing risk aversion, when they are concave

(see I3). But note that I1, I2, and I3 would all exhibit nonincreasing absolute risk aversion (in the usual

sense) if the round-trip trades π0N were normally distributed and the utility were negative exponential.

The indifference curve resulting from E[−e−ρπ0N ] = u, ρ > 0 being the risk aversion coefficient, would

read Iu(x) = ln(−u)
ρ + ρ

2x
2.

Figure 1 also depicts two examples of the Sharpe ratio frontier that can be generated by round-trip

trades. SR1 shows the case where quasi-arbitrage is indivisible, while SR2 represents a divisible quasi-

arbitrage. Both frontiers intersect the indifference curves shown for any level of u. We therefore can

conclude the main result on market viability.

Proposition 7 If the agent with least risk aversion is risk neutral, then M0
1(P 01,Π01) is viable if and

only if there exists no unbounded price manipulation. If the same agent exhibits asymptotically moderate

risk aversion, thenM0
2(P 02,Π02) is viable if and only if quasi-arbitrage is infeasible. The last equivalence
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holds for any level of risk aversion of the agent when every quasi-arbitrage is divisible.

By virtue of Proposition 1, the viability ofM0
2(P 02,Π02) has the quasi-linearity of the price-update

function as a consequence. For the case U = (1 − α)P we obtain the even stronger Þnding that

M0
2(P 02,Π02)�s viability is tantamount to the quasi-linearity of U and P . This is immediate from Propo-

sition 5.

Observe that Proposition 7 does not include a characterization ofM1(P1,Π1)�s viability. Trivially,

M1(P1,Π1) is viable if and only if s , sup{E[π0N ] | π0N ∈ Π1} is not attained by any round-trip trade

π0N ∈ Π1 and there exists a sequence {π0Nm}∞m=1 with E[π0Nm]→ s and max1≤n≤N |qn|→∞, as m→∞.

Since most models in the microstructure literature focus on symmetric price-update and price-impact

functions, we will not investigate further the implications of viability inM1(P1,Π1).

Proposition 7 can be directly compared to the two pivotal optimization problems studied in mi-

crostructure. The Þrst involves insider trading, where a monopolistic insider solves sup{qn}Nn=1E[
PN
n=1(v−

pn)qn] for a given N , after having received the value of the asset, v, in period 0. A thorough examina-

tion of this problem for a simpler variant of the price process (4) can be found in Dutta and Madhavan

(1995). It is straightforward to show that the insider problem in marketM0
2(P 02,Π02) (M0

1(P 01,Π01)) has

a solution if and only if there is no quasi-arbitrage (no unbounded price manipulation), or equivalently,

M0
2(P 02,Π02) (M0

1(P 01,Π01)) is viable.

The second problem that has been of interest is discretionary liquidity trading, as studied in Bert-

simas and Lo (1998) and Huberman and Stanzl (2001). There, an uninformed trader faces the problem

inf{qn}Nn=1 E[
PN
n=1 pnqn] subject to

PN
n=1 qn = q 6= 0, given the number of trades, N . In other words,

this trader wants to minimize the expected costs of trading a certain amount of shares, q, over a certain

discrete time horizon. Obviously, in marketM0
2(P 02,Π02) (M0

1(P 01,Π01)), there exists an optimal trading

strategy for the liquidity trader if and only ifM0
2(P 02,Π02) (M0

1(P 01,Π01)) is viable.
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V Nonstationary Price Impact

Until now, the price-update and price-impact functions have been time-stationary, i.e., price reacts to

traded quantity in the same manner in each period. Liquidity, which is represented by the Þrst derivative

of the price-update and price-impact functions (when they exist), is therefore constant through time.

In what follows we relax this assumption and allow liquidity to vary across time.

A Absence of Quasi-arbitrage

One way to examine nonstationary liquidity is to consider linear price-update and price-impact functions

that change over time. More speciÞcally,

�pn = �pn−1 + λn−1(qn−1 + ηn−1) + εn (7)

pn = �pn + µn(qn + ηn),

where the sequences of random variables {λn : Ω → R}Nn=1 and {µn : Ω → R}Nn=1 are assumed to be

independent across time as well as of each other and all other uncertainty in this model; in addition, each

λn and µn is Fn-measurable, µ1 ≥ 0 P− a.e., and for convenience we set �λ1 = E[λ1] = E[µ1] = �µ1 ≥ 0,

and the Þxed-transaction cost function is c(.) = 0.

For the prices in (7) we will use the same market classiÞcation as introduced above. Only note that

in contrast to the previous section we need to consider here only marketsM0
1(P 01,Π01) andM0

2(P 02,Π02),

since price-update and price-impact functions are symmetric by assumption. We will only discuss here

the consequences of the absence of quasi-arbitrage and price manipulation.

We proceed by Þrst establishing a necessary condition for the absence of price manipulation, and

then we characterize the absence of quasi-arbitrage and price manipulation for the case of deterministic

price-update and price-impact functions. In the next subsection we relate our results to the extant

literature.
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The main difference with Section IV is that both price manipulation and quasi-arbitrage can usually

be implemented with Þnitely many trades. Unlike in the last section, we can employ the global shape

of the price-update and price-impact functions to seek for quasi-arbitrage or price manipulation.

Let us Þrst provide an example of price-update functions that permit quasi-arbitrage. Consider

p0 = 10, {λn}3n=1 = {µn}3n=1 with λ1 = λ2 = 1 and λ3 = 0, P − a.e. Buying q units of the asset in

each of periods 1 and 2, and then selling the holdings in the third period results in expected proÞts

of E[π03] = −(10 + q)q − (10 + 2q)q + 2q(10 + 2q) = q2, while Std[π03] =
p
V ar[η] + 5V ar[ε]q. Hence,

E[π03] → ∞ and SR[π03] → ∞ as q → ∞. This quasi-arbitrage requires only three trades but ever

increasing amounts of shares.

To get an idea what kind of restrictions the absence of price manipulation imposes on the pair

({λn}Nn=1, {µn}Nn=1), let us consider the simple case N = 3 where only three trades are feasible.

Computing E[π03] for deterministic trades leads to the quadratic form −[�µ2q22 + �λ2q2q3+ �µ3q23], or in

matrix notation, E[π03] = −1
2 [q2 q3]Λ3,−1[q2 q3]

T , where

Λ3,−1 ,

 2�µ2 �λ2

�λ2 2�µ3

 .

(The term p0 + �λ1q1 drops out because it is a price component in each period and is thus canceled byP3
n=1 qn = 0.) The trades q2 and q3 in the above expression can take any value as long as the trades q1,

q2, and q3 do not cause negative expected prices. More formally,
−→q 3 ∈ P3, where −→q N , (q1, q2, . . . , qN )

(so −→q nN = qn) and

PN , {−→q N ∈ DNM | E[pn] ≥ 0, −→q nN is Fn measurable, 1 ≤ n ≤ N,
NX
n=1

−→q nN = 0, N ∈N}.

Observe that PN is a system of linear inequalities and hence polyhedral convex.

Evidently, whenever there exists a vector−→q 3,−1, −→q N,−1 , (q2, q3, . . . , qN ), such that−→q T3,−1Λ3,−1−→q 3,−1 <

0, then there exists a sequence of points θh(−q2 − q3, q2, q3), θh → 0, having the same property. Since
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0 is an interior point of P3, we therefore conclude that Λ3,−1 has to be positive semideÞnite to rule out

price manipulation.

The removal of q1 is arbitrary. If we remove q2 or q3, we would Þnd that Λ3,−2 ,

 2�µ2 �λ2

�λ2 2�µ3


and Λ3,−3 ,

 2�µ3 2�µ3 − �λ2

2�µ3 − �λ2 2�µ3

, respectively, have to be positive semideÞnite to exclude price
manipulation. Since all matrix representations employ the same parameters and each matrix is positive

semideÞnite if and only if the others are, either matrix can be used for the analysis. We work here only

with Λ3,−1 henceforth.

For Λ3,−1 to be positive semideÞnite, �µ2 and �µ3 must be nonnegative and �µ2�µ3 ≥ �λ
2
2/4. These con-

ditions, together with �µ1 ≥ 0, say that the absence of price manipulation rules out negative (expected)

price-impact sequences in all periods and that �µ2 and �µ3 have to be sufficiently large relative to �λ
2
2.

Notice that �λ2 can be negative, conßicting with the interpretation that purchases convey positive news

about the asset�s value and push the price up. We will discuss this issue below when we have at our

disposal a sufficient condition for the absence of price manipulation.

The same method as above applied to the general case gives the following.

Proposition 8 If the price-update and price-impact slopes are random, then the absence of price ma-

nipulation inM0
1(P 01,Π01) implies that the expected value �ΛN of the matrix ΛN deÞned by

ΛN ,



2µ2 λ2 λ2 . . . λ2

λ2 2µ3 λ3 . . . λ3

λ2 λ3 2µ4 . . . λ4

...
...

...
. . .

...

λ2 λ3 λ4 . . . 2µN


(8)

must be positive semideÞnite for all N ∈N.
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The reverse does not hold. To understand this note that

E[π0N ] = E
·
~qTN,−1[(λ1 − µ1)1N−1×N−1 −

1

2
ΛN ]~qN,−1

¸
. (9)

We will show that price manipulation is possible here even when the condition in Proposition 8 is met.

To this end, consider the following example: N = 3, Ω can be partitioned into Ω1, Ω2, and Ω3, and

λ2 is discrete with λ2(Ω1) = {4}, λ2(Ω2) = {2}, and λ2(Ω3) = {0}. In addition, the probabilities are

P(Ω1) = P(Ω2) = 1/4, P(Ω3) = 1/2, and bλ1 = �µ1 = �µ2 = �µ3 = 1. In this case, the trading strategy

q1 = 0, q2 = −q3 = λ2, gives E[π03] = 8. Thus, prices can be proÞtably manipulated although the

condition in Proposition 8 is satisÞed.

A sufficient condition for the absence of price manipulation therefore has to be stronger than the

condition in Proposition 8. One that derives immediately from (9) is µ1 ≥ λ1 ≥ 0, P − a.e., and ΛN

being positive semideÞnite, P− a.e., for all N ≥ 2.

However, when the price-update and price-impact slopes are deterministic, the necessary condition

stated in Proposition 8 is obviously also sufficient for the absence of price manipulation.

If the price-update and price-impact slopes are nonrandom, the absence of quasi-arbitrage can be

easily characterized as well. Again consider the simple case N = 3. Then, (NoQA) is tantamount to

sup−→q 3∈P3 E[π
0
3] <∞, or equivalently, inf−→q 3∈P3 E[−→q T3,−1Λ3,−1−→q 3,−1] > −∞. The necessity of (NoQA) is

trivial. To prove sufficiency, note that inf−→q 3∈P3 E[
−→q T3,−1Λ3,−1−→q 3,−1] = −∞ implies −→q T3,−1Λ3,−1−→q 3,−1 <

0. Hence, if the ray θ(−q2 − q3, q2, q3), as θ → ∞, is contained in P3, then E[π03] = O(θ2) and

SR[π03] → ∞. If the ray θ(−q2 − q3, q2, q3) is not contained in P3, Appendix A shows that quasi-

arbitrage is still feasible.

Of course, it is always true that a positive semideÞnite Λ3,−1 implies the absence of quasi-arbitrage,

but the reverse may not be true. To see this, consider the values, N = 3, λ1 = 1
2 , λ2 = 5, µ2 = 1,

and µ3 = 6. For this case, price manipulation is possible but there is no quasi-arbitrage because P3 is

bounded.
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Hence, from the above and µ1 = λ1 we have the following.

Proposition 9 If the price-update and price impact functions are nonrandom, then

i. the absence of price manipulation in M0
1(P 01,Π01) is equivalent to ΛN being positive semideÞnite

for all N ∈N; and

ii. the absence of quasi-arbitrage inM0
2(P 02,Π02) is equivalent to inf−→q N∈PN E[−→q TN,−1ΛN−→q N,−1] > −∞

for all N ∈N.

Proposition 9 contains two important facts. The Þrst is that for any given price-update sequence

there exists a price-impact sequence that preserves the absence of price manipulation and quasi-

arbitrage. This is a consequence of the price update slopes and immediate price-impact slopes being

different: the µn�s only have to be chosen high enough. The second fact is that it gives a speciÞc

computational criterion for testing for the absence of price manipulation and quasi-arbitrage.

While all µn�s must be nonnegative, the signs of the λn�s are ambiguous. Negative λn�s are in discord

with the interpretation that purchases signal good news about the asset�s value. But in a pure price

manipulation/quasi-arbitrage framework, negativity makes perfect sense. The main mechanism that

makes price manipulation successful is the positive relation between price update and trading volume.

If the λn�s are negative, this mechanism would not work any more. For example, a purchase that drives

up the price today but moves down future prices would erode the trader�s ability to make money from

trading.

If there is no temporary price impact ({λn}Nn=1 = {µn}Nn=1) and liquidity increases over time suf-

Þciently, then price manipulation is possible, because ΛN is not positive semideÞnite. Too high a rise

in liquidity enables the trader to lock in expected proÞts from price manipulation: he begins pushing

up the price by consecutive purchases until the market becomes more liquid. He then sells the shares

he is holding and makes proÞts since, due to the more liquid market, he can do the selling at an av-

erage price higher than the average purchase price. This strategy constitutes a quasi-arbitrage if also
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inf−→q N∈PN E[
−→q TN,−1ΛN−→q N,−1] = −∞.

One can Þnd simple sufficient conditions for both i and ii in Proposition 9 to hold, when there is

no temporary price impact. Since det Λn > 0 for all 2 ≤ n ≤ N implies a positive semideÞnite ΛN , and

since det Λn can be computed recursively by

det Λn = 2λn det Λn−1 − λ2n−1 det Λn−2 for n ≥ 3, (10)

with initial conditions detΛ2 = 2λ2 and detΛ3 = λ2(4λ3 − λ2), the complexity of constructing price-

update slopes which exclude price-manipulation and quasi-arbitrage is only of linear order.

For nondecreasing and recurrent price-update functions (a recurrent sequence is the inÞnite repeti-

tion of the same Þnite series of real numbers), Proposition 9 and equation (10) imply that price-update

functions with nondecreasing slopes necessarily make price manipulation and quasi-arbitrage infeasi-

ble, and recurrent price-update functions must be time-stationary to rule out price manipulation and

quasi-arbitrage.

Note that the set of price-update and price-impact functions which precludes quasi-arbitrage (price

manipulation) forms a cone. That is, if {λn, µn}Nn=1 and {λ0n, µ0n}Nn=1 both rule out quasi-arbitrage (price

manipulation), then so does their sum {λn+λ0n, µn+µ0n}Nn=1 and the nonnegative multiple {Bλn, Bµn}Nn=1,

B ≥ 0, which correspond to the price-update functions {λn+λ0n}Nn=1 and {Bλn}Nn=1, and the price-impact

functions {µn + µ0n}Nn=1 and {Bµn}Nn=1, respectively.

Note that the condition inf−→q N∈PN E[
−→q TN,−1ΛN−→q N,−1] > −∞ can be veriÞed using standard con-

strained optimization software. Since, in case ΛN is not positive semideÞnite (only interesting case), the

quadratic form descends from the origin in all directions in which inf−→q N∈PN E[
−→q TN,−1ΛN−→q N,−1] = −∞,

one would always use 0 as the start value and check whether PN is ever left when descending. Note

that typically inf−→q N∈PN E[
−→q TN,−1ΛN−→q N,−1] > −∞ if and only if ΛN is positive semideÞnite holds in

the case where the price impact is only permanent and the price slopes are nonnegative. This is because

quasi-arbitrage can be implemented by a sequence of purchases that pushes up the price, followed by a
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sequence of sales that moves down the price by less than the upwards pull of the original buys.

Proposition 7 regarding the relation between the absence of quasi-arbitrage and market viability

is literally true for nonstationary price-update and price-impact functions, of course. So, there is no

need to discuss this matter further. Only recall the insider and liquidity trading problem mentioned in

the previous section. Those problems can also be studied in the present framework. As above, both

problems are solvable if and only ifM0
2(P 02,Π02) (M0

1(P 01,Π01)) is viable. In the next subsection we will

examine the insider trading problem based on the Kyle (1985) model in some more detail.

Note that nonlinear price-update functions may assume �chaotic� shapes without giving rise to quasi-

arbitrage. For example, consider any strictly increasing nonnegative sequence {λn}∞n=1, and suppose

that a sequence of functions {Un}∞n=1 satisÞes U1 = 0 and λn−1q ≤ Un(q) ≤ λnq if q ≥ 0 and λnq ≤

Un(q) ≤ λn−1q if q < 0, for all n ≥ 2. Then, from (10) follows that this sequence of price-update

functions does not allow quasi-arbitrage even though their shapes are quite arbitrary.

B Discussion of the Kyle Model

Black (1995) conjectures that the Kyle (1985) model allows �arbitrage opportunities� for uninformed

agents if they pretend to be informed. We will prove that this conjecture is wrong for the monopolistic

version of the Kyle model, but valid for the model with multiple insiders, given reasonable parameter

values. We also demonstrate below that the equilibrium price-update functions in Kyle must be linear

asymptotically.

Kyle�s model describes a game between a competitive market-maker, who sets the price in each

period, and an individual risk-neutral insider trader, who has information on the liquidation value

v > 0 of the single asset that is traded. The framework is as follows. All trades take place in the

time interval [0, 1] and D = DM = Dη = Dε = R. In each period, the market-maker observes only

the aggregate trading volume, which is the sum of the insider�s trading quantity and residual trades.

He cannot observe the insider�s amounts. Knowing the history of trades and the fact that there is one

informed trader who maximizes his proÞts, he sets the price equal to the conditional expected value,
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that is, pn = En[v] for 1 ≤ n ≤ N .

The insider, on the other hand, taking into account how the market-maker computes the price,

submits in each round the quantity that maximizes his proÞts. He solves sup{qn}Nn=1 E[
PN
n=1(v−pn)qn],

where dynamic consistency requires the optimal trading strategy {qn}Nn=1 to satisfy sup{qn}Nn=j E[
PN
n=j(v−

pn)qn] for 1 ≤ j ≤ N .

As Kyle shows for the case of normally distributed residual trades η0n ∼ NID(0,σ2), this game has

a unique linear equilibrium where the price evolves according to pn = pn−1 + λnqn + η0n, the liquidity

parameters λn being endogenously (but deterministically) determined. But this price process is just

a special case of (7) if the price impact has no temporary component, εn = 0, and η0n = λnηn is set.

This and the existence of the second moment of η0n imply that the Kyle model can be categorized as a

M0
2(P 02,Π02) market and thus all the results above can be applied to Kyle.

For small and large N , Kyle�s slopes are almost constant and hence quasi-arbitrage is infeasible.

Consequently, Kyle�s equilibrium is viable. If the matrix ΛN were not positive semideÞnite, quasi-

arbitrage would always be possible, because the equilibrium slopes are decreasing over time, which

has inf−→q N∈PN E[
−→q TN,−1ΛN−→q N,−1] = −∞ as a consequence. For the Kyle model one has therefore an

equivalence between the absence of quasi-arbitrage and ΛN being positive semideÞnite.

In contrast, the Kyle model with multiple (equally informed) insiders exhibits no viable equilibria

if the number of insiders or auctions is sufficiently large. As Holden and Subrahmanyam (1992) prove,

insiders trade very aggressively in early periods resulting in very low liquidity in the beginning. However,

only after a few periods almost all insider information is impounded in the price and liquidity alters

abruptly to higher levels. This change in liquidity occurs too fast in the sense that it violates the

conditions that are put forward in Proposition 9.

What really happens is simply that dynamic programming can no longer be used to compute each

insiders� problem sup{qn}Nn=1 E[
PN
n=1(v − pn)qn], if ΛN is not positive semideÞnite. More precisely, the
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set of the latter problem�s solutions does not coincide with the solution set of the Bellman equation

πn = sup
qn
En[(v − pn)qn + πn+1]. (11)

A numerical example illustrates this point. Repeating the simulation shown in Figure 1 in Holden and

Subrahmanyam (1992) for two insiders and twenty auctions, given the parameter values V ar[v] = σ2 = 1,

we obtain the decreasing sequence {λn}20n=1 in their Þgure. Since λ2 = 1.69 and λ7 = 0.4, Λ20 is not

positive semideÞnite. Note that in a Nash equilibrium, in any period n, each insider takes the strategy

of the other insider, �q−n, as given. In particular, if v > p0 (v < p0), then �q−n > 0 (�q−n < 0) is expected.

As a consequence, the strategy q1 = q2 > 0, q7 = −2q1, and qn = 0 for all remaining n, renders

E[
P20
n=1(v − pn)qn] = E[π020] ≥ 0.09q21 + 1.69q1�q−2 + 0.8q1�q−3 → ∞ as q1 → ∞. But, the Bellman

equation (11) can be solved recursively for the same parameters; the results are depicted in Holden and

Subrahmanyam (1992).

As for the monopolistic insider model, quasi-arbitrage is feasible due to increasing liquidity (all

trades satisfy qn ∈ PN). Hence, �equilibria� in the multiple-insider Kyle model are not viable if one

of the technical conditions in Proposition 9 is violated. It is therefore crucial to always check these

conditions after equilibria have been constructed using dynamic programming.

One could try to extend the Kyle model by allowing prices that incorporate more general nonlinear

price-update functions, like pn = pn−1+Un,N(qn+ηn). We write here Un,N explicitly as functions of N ,

because Kyle Þxes the number of auctions and we are interested in the case whereN becomes large. Since

the absence of quasi-arbitrage is necessary in equilibrium, it can be used to Þnd the shape of equilibrium

price-update functions. To simplify the analysis, we only consider price-update functions that are taken

from the set F of functions {Un,N}Nn=1 which are (i) smooth (twice continuously differentiable), (ii)

symmetric, i.e., Un,N(x) = −Un,N(−x), x ≥ 0, (iii) monotone in the sense that �Un,N(x) ≤ �Un−1,N(x)

for x ≥ 0, and (iv) meet the conditions of marketM0
2(P 02,Π02). The smoothness assumption is needed

to calculate the insider�s optimum; the second property says that the market maker treats purchases
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and sales symmetrically, and the third states that the insider�s optimal policy causes the market maker

to react less sensitively to trade size over time.

Proposition 10 Suppose the price-update functions {Un,N}Nn=1 ∈ F constitute an equilibrium in the

Kyle (1985) model when N auctions are performed. Then, the absence of quasi-arbitrage implies that

the expected price-update functions converge pointwise to a linear function on any interval (τ , 1 − τ),

0 < τ < 1, as N →∞. More formally, for any ε > 0 there exists an index N0 such that for N ≥ N0

¯̄̄
�Un,N(x)− λx

¯̄̄
< ε n ∈N with τ ≤ n

N
≤ 1− τ , x ∈ R, λ ≥ 0.

Thus, as the number of auctions becomes very large, only equilibria with approximately linear

expected price-update functions are viable. For a Þxed number of auctions it is difficult to Þnd the

shapes of viable price-update functions. This is because the simultaneous computation of E[pn] and

sup{qn}Nn=1 E[
PN
n=1(v − pn)qn] is complicated when all Un,N �s are nonlinear.

VI Multiple Assets

So far we have discussed quasi-arbitrage only for one Þnancial asset, but in typical applications investors

trade many assets at the same time. In this section we extend our approach to the multivariate setting

where a portfolio of K > 1 assets can be traded.

The multivariate case contains several interesting features not captured by the single-asset analysis.

Presumably, the most important one is the ability to incorporate cross-price impact. If the traded

quantity of asset i affects not only the price of asset i but also the prices of other assets, then price

manipulation- and quasi-arbitrage opportunities are much richer.

Fortunately, all results proved for the single-asset case in Sections IV.A and V.A are literally true

for the multi-asset case. Only recall that the slope λ in the deÞnition of quasi-linearity (see DeÞnition

3 above) now is a positive semideÞnite matrix and not a nonnegative real number as in the single-asset
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case. In what follows, we outline the multi-asset versions of the proofs of Propositions 1 and 2, and

then discuss the multi-asset proof of Proposition 5.

For this purpose we deÞne �Uij(q) ∈ R to be the expected price update of asset i when q ∈ DjM ⊆ R

shares of asset j and none of the other assets are traded. The outline of the proof below Þrst discusses

only the consequences of the absence of price manipulation and δ-arbitrage. Quasi-arbitrage is treated

subsequently.

Step 1 : �Uij is linear. As in the single-asset case, we prove this after we have shown that �Uij is

symmetric on DjM . Note that we have established already the linearity of �Uii in Proposition 1. Thus

we only need to consider the case i 6= j here.

Suppose �Uij(q) > − �Uij(−q) for a q > 0, contradicting symmetry. Then the trading strategy of

buying q shares of asset i in each of the Þrst m periods, buying q shares of asset j in each of the next m

periods, selling q shares of asset j in each of the following m periods, and selling q shares of asset i in

each of the next m periods would yield E[π02m] > 0 and SR(π02m) > δ (if m and p0 are sufficiently large).

Similarly, �Uij(q) < − �Uij(−q) for a q > 0 and �Uij(0) 6= 0 can be rejected if either price manipulation or

δ-arbitrage is ruled out.

Next, we argue that �Uij must be linear. Again, by way of contradiction, assume that there exists a

q ∈ Q+ such that �Uij(q) > �Uij(1)q. Then buying q shares of asset i in each the Þrst m periods, buying

q shares of asset j in each of the next m periods, selling one share of asset j in each of the next mq

periods, and selling q shares of asset i in each of the next m period gives E[π02m] > 0 and SR(π02m) > δ.

Analogously, �Uij(q) < �Uij(1)q can be excluded.

Step 2 : �Uij = �Uji, i.e., cross-price updates are symmetric. Suppose, on the contrary, �Uij(q) > �Uji(q)

for a q > 0. This says that trading asset j has a stronger impact on the price of asset i than the other

way round. Then, the trading strategy of buying q shares of asset i in each of the Þrst m periods,

buying q shares of asset j in each of the next m periods, selling q shares of asset i in each of the next

m periods, and selling q shares of asset j in each of the next m periods represents a price manipulation
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(and δ-arbitrage) if m is big enough. The mechanism of this strategy is clear: the expected gain from

putting the purchase of asset j shares between the purchase and the sale of asset i shares outweighs

the expected losses that derive from selling asset i shares between the purchase and the sale of asset j

shares. Similarly, the inequality �Uij(q) < �Uji(q) for a q > 0 cannot hold.

Step 3 : �Ui is additive separable, that is, �Ui(q1, q2, . . . , qK) =
PK
j=1

�Uij(qj). The trading strategies

verifying the last equality are a bit more involved and relegated to Appendix A. Hence there exists a

symmetric matrix λ such that �U(q) = λq, for all q ∈ R. The simplest way to see that λ has to be

positive semideÞnite is to assume U = P and to calculate E[π02] = −qTλq for q1 = −q2 = q. This

expression has to be nonpositive for all q ∈ RK to rule out price manipulation. The case U 6= P is

discussed in Appendix A. The remaining claims in (the multidimensional version of) Proposition 1 can

be shown as in the single-asset case.

To Þnd a necessary condition for the absence of quasi-arbitrage, we modify two assumptions of

the market model M0
2(P 02,Π02). First, the assumption bUn(q) ≥ −bUn(−q) for all q ∈ DM , q ≥ 0,

is replaced by the postulate that all �Uij and �Ui are symmetric. Second, V (q;P,N) = O(Nγ1K×K),

V (q;U,N) = O(Nζ1K×K), and V ar[εN ] = O(Nϑ1K×K), where γ < 0, ζ < 0, and ϑ < 0, or in words,

the total variance in the time interval [0, 1] cannot grow faster than linearly. If these adjustments are

made, basically the same strategy as used above for the case of price manipulation and δ-arbitrage, can

be applied to prove that U is necessarily quasi-linear if quasi-arbitrage is ruled out. The details of the

arguments are explained in Appendix A. Hence, the multi-asset versions of Propositions 1 and 2 are

proved.

Next, we demonstrate that the reverse of Propositions 1 and 2 is true as well if U = (IK − α)P .

To this end, we use the same approach as in the single-asset case to Þnd a sufficient condition for the

absence of quasi-arbitrage. In particular, if both the price-update and price-impact functions are quasi-

linear, then the multi-asset version of Lemma 1 holds when the condition P (x) ≥ 1
2U(x) for x ≥ 0,

x ∈ D, is replaced by the postulate that P − 1
2U is positive semideÞnite (For a detailed analysis of
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multidimensional optimal trading problems of this kind see Huberman and Stanzl (2001).). Therefore

we conclude that Proposition 5 is valid also for multiple assets (note that P − 1
2U = 1

2(1K + α)P is

positive semideÞnite).

One important consequence is that, in absence of a temporary price impact, a multi-asset environ-

ment with nonzero cross-price effects can always be reduced to one that exhibits no cross-price impact.

To understand this, note that any positive semideÞnite matrix λ can be written as the product CTΨC

of a diagonal matrix Ψ, which diagonal is formed by the nonnegative eigenvalues of λ, and a matrix

C constructed by the eigenvectors of λ. If we interpret the entries of C as portfolio weights of the

underlying assets, then C is a collection of K portfolios. If we replace the original assets with these

portfolios, the relevant price-update function becomes UC(q) = Ψq, which incorporates no cross-price

impact.

Black (1995) informally argues that the sum of the price update of individual trades must equal

the price update of trading the �basket� containing these individual trades. In other words, the price

update must be an additive function in the trading volume. Our results demonstrate that eliminating

quasi-arbitrage requires more structure on the shape of the price-update function than Black claims.

Multi-asset versions of Propositions 8 and 9 can also be formulated. However, we refrain from

stating them since they do not provide any further qualitative insights, but only add considerably more

notation.

VII Price Manipulation and the Gain-Loss Ratio

Bernardo and Ledoit (2000) propose to use the �gain-loss� ratio of an investment as a measure of its

attractiveness. It is deÞned as the expectation of the investment�s positive excess payoffs divided by the

expectation of its negative excess payoffs. More formally, if z denotes the payoff of a zero-cost portfolio,

then the gain-loss ratio equals GLR[z] , E[z+]/E[z−], where z+ = max(z, 0) and z− = max(−z, 0).

In the framework of Bernardo and Ledoit (2000) the absence of pure arbitrage is equivalent to the
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gain-loss ratio being Þnite. Thus, by imposing an upper bound on the gain-loss ratio arbitrage opportu-

nities are ruled out. Even though our model generally does not exhibit this equivalence, one might want

to exclude zero-cost investment opportunities, π0N , with limN→∞E[π0N ] = limN→∞GLR[π0N ] =∞. The

existence of such a �good deal�, let us call it a quasi*-arbitrage, may threaten market viability.

One advantage of using the gain-loss ratio to detect attractive investment opportunities, rather

than the Sharpe ratio, is that it recognizes a pure arbitrage with fat upper tails and ßat lower tails as

desirable, while the Sharpe ratio does not. However, in our setup the gain-loss-ratio approach has the

disadvantage that there is no simple utility-based deÞnition of market viability which could give rise to

an equivalence between the absence of quasi*-arbitrage and market viability.

Now, what is the relation between the absence of quasi*-arbitrage and the shape of the price-

update and price-impact functions? To answer this question we Þrst need to specify the price model.

Call it M00
1(P 001 ,Π001). Its properties are M00

1(P 001 ,Π001) ⊆ M0
1(P 01,Π01), E[Pn(q + ηN )−] = O(Nγ1K×K),

E[Un(q + ηN )−] = O(Nζ1K×K), and E[ε−N ] = O(N
ϑ1K×K) for all q ∈ DM , q > 0, where γ < 1, ζ < 0,

and ϑ < 0. These assumptions resemble those of market M0
2(P 02,Π02), except that they are deÞned on

the negative part of the random variables rather than on their variances.

Under these conditions we obtain similar results to Propositions 1, 2, 5, 9, and 10. We Þnd it

convenient to list them all together.

If the price update and price impact are time-stationary:

� Proposition 1* : The absence of quasi*-arbitrage inM00
1(P 001 ,Π001) implies that U is quasi-linear.

� Proposition 2* : Under the distributional assumptions in Proposition 2, the price-update function

in Proposition 1* is exactly linear.

� Proposition 5* : If U = (1−α)P , then the absence of quasi*-arbitrage inM00
1(P 001 ,Π001) is equivalent

to the quasi-linearity of U .

If the price update and price impact are nonstationary:
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� Proposition 9* : Suppose that the price-update and price-impact functions are nonrandom. Then,

the absence of quasi*-arbitrage in M00
1(P 001 ,Π001) is equivalent to inf−→q N∈PN E[−→q TN,−1ΛN−→q N,−1] >

−∞ for all N ∈N.

� Proposition 10* : Under the assumptions in Proposition 10, the absence of quasi*-arbitrage causes

the equilibrium price-update functions in the Kyle (1985) model to converge in the same way as

it is required by the absence of quasi-arbitrage.

The multi-asset versions of Propositions 1*, 2*, 5*, and 9* can also be demonstrated to hold.

Summarizing, postulating the absence of quasi*-arbitrage inM00
1(P 001 ,Π001) is equivalent to imposing the

absence of quasi-arbitrage inM0
2(P 02,Π02). Both conditions are linked through the quasi-linearity of the

price-update and price-impact functions.

VIII Concluding Remarks

This paper introduces the concept of quasi-arbitrage for markets where trade size moves the price and

prices are uncertain when trades are placed. A quasi-arbitrage is a zero-cost trading strategy that

creates an inÞnite expected payoff, as well as an inÞnite Sharpe ratio of the payoff. Markets are viable

if and only if there is no quasi-arbitrage, when agents� utility is measured by the mean and standard

deviation of an investment opportunity and agents are not too risk averse.

We examine the conditions imposed by the absence of quasi-arbitrage on the functional shape of the

temporary and permanent price effect of a trade. If the price-update and price-impact functions are

stationary and multiples of each other, then the absence of quasi-arbitrage is equivalent to the linearity

of both functions. On the other hand, if the price-update and price-impact functions are independent,

then only the price-update function must be linear in trading volume, while the temporary price impact

can have various forms without offering quasi-arbitrage opportunities.

The theoretical micro-structure literature usually assumes that the change in prices is time-independent

and reacts linearly to trading volume. This paper demonstrates that the assumption of stationarity of
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price changes already implies the linearity of the price-update function.

Linearity as a necessary condition for the absence of quasi-arbitrage calls for a careful examination of

empirical estimations of price-update functions. To the extent that they detect deviations from linearity,

one can suspect some misspeciÞcation (perhaps a nonstationary environment) or wonder if indeed some

arbitrage possibilities had gone unexploited.

Postulating a Þnite gain-loss ratio instead of the absence of quasi-arbitrage does not change any

of our conclusions. Also in this case the price-update function has to be linear, since otherwise the

gain-loss ratio would become inÞnite.

The results of this paper ask for one main extension, namely to permit the trading of market and

limit orders at the same time. How do limit orders affect the market price? And what does a no-arbitrage

condition look like if traders can submit market and limit orders simultaneously? Most important, we

would like to examine how market and limit orders can coexist in an equilibrium exchange.
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Appendix A. Proofs of the results in Sections IV-VI

Before proving Propositions 1 and 2, we derive two very useful results. To simplify the analysis, we

assume throughout this paper that if q ∈ DM has an irrational component, then there exists at least

one sequence of vectors {q(q)j }∞n=1 such that all q(q)n ∈ DM ∩QK and limn→∞ q
(q)
n = q.

Lemma 2 Each of the conditions (NoQA)-(NoM) implies:

i. �U is symmetric on DM , i.e., �U(q) = − �U(−q) for q ∈ DM ; and

ii. lim n→∞ �U(q
(q)
n ) = �U(q) when q ∈ DM\{0} is irrational and limn→∞ q(q)n = q, all q(q)n ∈ Q.

Proof. To verify i we start by proving that �U (q) ≤ − �U (−q) holds for q ∈ DM ∩ R+. Suppose

that this is not true, that is, there exists a q > 0 with �U (q) > − �U (−q). Implement now the following

trading strategy: buy in each of the Þrst m periods the volume q, and then sell the quantity q in each

of the next m periods. The expected proÞt of this round-trip strategy is

E[π02m] = E[−
2mX
n=1

pnqn] =
m2

2
q[ �U(q) + �U(−q)]− m

2
q[ �U(−q)− �U(q) + 2( �P (q)− �P (−q))] + c(2m)

(note that N ≥ 2m by assumption). If the variances exist, we can calculate

V ar[π02m] =
mX
n=1

V ar[(m− n+ 1)U(q + ηn)− P (q + ηn)]

+
m−1X
n=1

V ar[(m− n)U(−q + ηm+n) + P (−q + ηm+n)] + V (−q;P,N) +
m(2m2 − 1)

3
V ar[εN ]

≤ (2m+ 1)(m+ 1)m

6
V (q;U,N) +mV (q;P,N) +m(m+ 1)

p
V (q;U,N)V (q;P,N)

+
(2m− 1)m(m− 1)

6
V (−q;U,N) + (m− 1)V (−q;P,N) +m(m− 1)

p
V (−q;U,N)V (−q;P,N)

+V (−q;P,N) + m(2m
2 − 1)
3

V ar[εN ]
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thanks to Minkowski�s inequality. Hence, E[π02m] = O(m2) and Std[π02m] = o(mθ), θ < 2, which

contradicts each of (NoQA)-(NoM).

Next, we show �U (q) ≥ − �U (−q) for q ∈ DM ∩R+, also by contradiction (note that only the cases

(NoM) and (NoδA) need to be treated). For this purpose assume a q > 0 satisfying �U (q) < − �U (−q).

Now, selling in each of the Þrst m periods the quantity q and then buying the volume q in each of the

following m periods results in E[π02m] = O(m2) and Std[π02m] = o(mθ), θ < 2, where m is such that

E[pn] ≥ 0 for all 1 ≤ n ≤ 2m (note that m must be Þnite). Thus, given a sufficiently large initial price,

(NoQA)-(NoM) are all violated.

The second assertion, ii, is easiest shown by contradiction, too. Assume that q ∈ DM\{0} is

irrational, that {q(q)n }∞n=1 is a sequence of rational numbers such that lim n→∞q
(q)
n = q, and that ii does

not hold, i.e., there exists a q > 0 (we can choose a positive q due to i) and ε > 0 such that one the

following cases applies:

1. there exists a subsequence q(q)
n0
→ q+ with �U

³
q
(q)

n0

´
≥ �U (q) + ε,

2. there exists a subsequence q(q)
n
0 → q+ with �U

³
q
(q)

n
0

´
≤ �U (q)− ε,

3. there exists a subsequence q(q)
n0
→ q− with �U

³
q
(q)

n0

´
≥ �U (q) + ε,

4. there exists a subsequence q(q)
n
0 → q− with �U

³
q
(q)

n
0

´
≤ �U (q)− ε.

We shall show that U violates (NoQA)-(NoM) in each case.

Case 1. Use the following strategy: buy q(q)
n0

units of the asset in each of the Þrst m peri-

ods, where n0 is an arbitrary index of the subsequence; then sell the quantity q in the each of the

following m periods. Given i, the mean and volatility of these transactions� proÞt are E[π02m] =

O
³
m2

2 [(
�U(q

(q)

n0
)− �U(q))q + �U(q

(q)

n0
)(q − q(q)

n0
)]
´
and Std[π02m] = o(m

θ), θ < 2. Since the coefficient in the

former term is positive for sufficiently large n0 (verify that the sequence
n
�U
³
q
(q)

n0

´o
must be bounded!),

a contradiction to each of (NoQA)-(NoM) is established.
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Case 2. Trading strategy: buy volume q in the each of the Þrst m periods and then sell q(q)
n0
units in

each of the nextm−1 periods. This implies E[π02m−1] = O
³
m2

2 [(
�U(q)− �U(q

(q)

n0
))qn0 − �U(q)(q

(q)

n0
− q)]

´
and

and Std[π02m−1] = o(mθ), θ < 2. But the coefficient in the Þrst expression becomes positive if n0 is suf-

Þciently large (note that (m− 1) q(q)
n0
≤ mq is met if n0 is large enough). Again, (NoQA)-(NoM) are all

invalid.

The reader can easily check that for the remaining cases the following two trading strategies con-

tradict each of (NoQA)-(NoM): for case 3, buy q(q)
n0
units in each of the Þrst m periods and then sell

quantity q in each of the following m− 1 periods; for case 4, buy q units in each of the Þrst m periods

and then sell the volume q(q)
n
0 in each of the next m periods. ¤

Lemma 3 Each of (NoQA)-(NoM) requires that U satisÞes the linear integral equation

Z
Ω
U(q + η)dP = λq for all q ∈ DM , (12)

where η assumes the residual trades� distribution, and λ ≥ 0.

Proof. Note that (12) is equivalent to �U (q) = λq for all q ∈ DM . To prove Lemma 3, suppose

that �U does not have the above property, i.e., there exists a q > 0, such that �U (q) > �U (1) q or

�U (q) < �U (1) q. Let us deal with the Þrst case. Thanks to Lemma 2 ii we can choose q to be a

rational number. Implement now the following trading strategy: buy q units of the asset in each of the

Þrst m periods such that mq is an integer, then sell one unit in each of the following mq periods. It

follows that E[π0m(1+q)] = O(
m2

2 q[
�U(q) − �U(1)q]) and Std[π0m(1+q)] = o(m

θ), θ < 2, contradicting each

of (NoQA)-(NoM).

The case �U (q) < �U (1) q can be tackled similarly: it is easy to verify that the strategy of buying one

unit in each of the Þrst mq periods and then selling q units in each of the next m periods results in a

violation of each of (NoQA)-(NoM). This completes the proof. ¤

Proof of Proposition 1. From Lemma 3 we know that there exists a λ ≥ 0 such that RΩU(q+η)dP =
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λq for all q ∈ DM , provided that either (NoQA), (NoUM), (NoδA), or (NoM) is valid. Take this λ and

deÞne the supplementary function SU on D by SU (y) , U(y)−λy. The integral equation (12) can now

be restated as Z
Ω
SU (q + η)dP = 0 for all q ∈ DM . (13)

Having (13) at hand, we are ready to show that SU satisÞes the integral equation, En[SU (�qn+ ηn)] = 0,

for any Fn-measurable random variable �qn. First, note that we are allowed to write (we employ Fn to

denote both the vector of variables known at time n and the sigma-algebra it generates)

E[SU (�qn + ηn) | Fn] = E[SU (g(Fn) + ηn) | Fn = .] ◦ Fn,

since, due to the Doob-Dynkin lemma, there exists a Borel measurable function g : R4n−2 → D such

that �qn = g(Fn). Then, using the notation Pηn|Fn=x for the distribution of ηn given the event {Fn = x},

we obtain

E[SU (g(Fn) + ηn) | Fn = x] =
Z
R
SU (g(x) + y)dPηn|Fn=x(y)

=

Z
R
SU (g(x) + y)dPηn(y) = 0

for all x ∈ R4n−2, thanks to (13) and the independence of ηn. Therefore, E[SU (�qn + ηn) | Fn] = 0, and

U is quasi-linear. ¤

Proof of Proposition 2. We only have to study here equation (13).

If P[ηn = 0] = 1, then U(q) = λq, L(R)− a.e., follows immediately from (13).

To simplify the analysis for case ii, we assume that there exists a number a ∈ (0, 1) (preferably close

to one) such that the function x 7−→ U(x)e
−a x2

2σ2η is L(R)-integrable, where σ2η = V ar[ηn]. This is a

mild assumption because E[U(ηn)] <∞ holds in marketM1(P1,Π1).
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For normally distributed ηn�s the integral equation (13) becomes

1√
2πση

Z
R
SU (x)e

− (x−q)2
2σ2η dx = 0 for all q ∈ R, λ ≥ 0. (14)

Using the above assumption, it is an easy exercise to verify that (14) can be reformulated as

Z
R

"
SU (x)e

−a x2

2σ2η

#"
1√

2πση/
√
1− ae

− (x−q)2
2σ2η/(1−a)

#
dx = 0 (15)

for all q ∈ R, λ ≥ 0.

Now, recall that the Fourier transform F [f ] : R → C of a L(R)-integrable function f : R → R is

deÞned by F [f ](x) ,
R
R e

ixyf(y)dy. Invoking the convolution theorem of Fourier transforms for (15)

gives

F

"
y 7→ SU (y)e

−a y2

2σ2η

#
(x) e

− x2

2σ2η/(1−a) = 0 for all x ∈R,

which implies that SU = 0, L(R)− a.e., since F is injective. So U(q) = λq, L(R)− a.e., holds also for

the case of normal-distributed ηn�s. ¤

Remark 1 The supplementary function of the price-update function in Proposition 1 is also zero when

the residual trades are a transform W : R → R of a zero-mean normal random variable, where W

satisÞes W (x) = −W (−x), dWdx (x) > 0 for all x ≥ 0, and limx→∞W (x) =∞.

Proof. In this case, (13) has the form

1√
2πση

Z
R
SU (q +W (x))e

− x2

2σ2η dx = 0 for all q ∈ R. (16)

But this is evidently equivalent to

1√
2πση

Z
R

SU (x)

W 0(x)
exp

·
− 1

2σ2η

¡
W−1¢2 (x− q)¸ dx = 0 for all q ∈ R. (17)
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By applying Fourier transforms to this equation we obtain

F

·
y 7→ SU (y)

W 0(y)

¸
(x) F

·
y 7→ exp

·
− 1

2σ2η

¡
W−1¢2 (y)¸¸ (x) = 0

for all x ∈R, from which SU = 0, L(R)− a.e., follows, because W 0 and the modulus of

F [y 7→ exp
h
− 1
2σ2η

¡
W−1¢2 (y)i] are both positive on R. ¤

Proof of Lemma 1. Observe that sup{E[π0N ] | π0N ∈ Π} = 0 holds if the cost-minimizing problem

inf
{qn, Fn−measurable}Nn=1

E[
NX
n=1

pnqn] subject to
NX
n=1

qn = 0 (18)

has zero expected costs as its optimum, for any N ∈ N. To solve (18), only the case P > 1
2U has to

be considered since E[π0N ] = 0 when P =
1
2U . It is convenient here to modify (18) slightly by replacing

the constraint
PN
n=1 qn = 0 with

PN
n=1 qn = Q ≥ 0. The associated Bellman equation of (18) with the

more general constraint is

Cn = min
qn, Fn-measurable

En[pnqn +Cn+1] (19)

subject to Qn = Qn−1 − qn−1,

Q0 , 0, Q1 , Q ≥ 0, and QN+1 = 0,

where the Qn�s denote the remaining shares to be traded, and Cn represents the remaining expected

costs of trading. Standard computations show that optimal trades and cost function have the form

qn =
Q

N
≥ 0, for 1 ≤ n ≤ N, and

E[C1] = p0Q+
N + 1

2N
[2P (1)− U(1)]Q2 ≥ 0,

implying that (NoQA)-(NoM) are all valid. ¤
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Proof of Proposition 9. The only technical difficulty here is to show that the absence of quasi-

arbitrage implies inf−→q N∈PN E[
−→q TN,−1ΛN−→q N,−1] > −∞. Since this implication is trivial when PN is

bounded, we can assume that PN is unbounded. If inf−→q N∈PN E[
−→q TN,−1ΛN−→q N,−1] = −∞, there exists

a vector x ∈ I taken from the nonempty set I , {y ∈ RN−1 | yTΛNy < 0}. Now, construct the half

line −→x , {xθ | xθ = θx, θ ≥ 0}. If there exists only one vector x ∈ I which half line is contained in

PN , then E[π0N ] = −E[12(xθ)TΛNxθ] = −1
2θ
2xTΛNx → ∞ as θ → ∞, and SR[π0N ] = O(θ). But this

contradicts the absence of quasi-arbitrage.

For the case where no x ∈ I exist such that −→x ⊂ PN , introduce the ball Bρ , {y ∈RN−1 | |y| ≤ ρ}

and its boundary ∂Bρ , {y ∈ RN−1 | |y| = ρ}, where ρ > 0 is such that Bρ ⊂ PN . Furthermore, let

us standardize the set I by setting Iρ , I ∩ ∂Bρ, which is motivated by the fact that x ∈ I implies

xθ ∈ I and −xθ ∈ I, for all θ ≥ 0. If inf−→q N∈PN E[−→q TN,−1ΛN−→q N,−1] = −∞, then there exists a sequence

of vectors {xn}∞n=1, xn ∈ Iρ, such that limn→∞ E[(xθnn )TΛNxθnn ] = −∞, (−
PN−1
j=1 (x

θn
n )j, x

θn
n ) ∈ PN . In

case this sequence satisÞes E[(xTnΛNxn] < −κ, κ > 0, for all n, we have

−E[(xθnn )TΛNxθnn ]
Std[(xθnn )TΛNx

θn
n ]

≥ −θ2nE[xnTΛNxn]
θnStdmaxρ

≥ κ
Stdmaxρ

θn,

where Stdmaxρ , max{Std[yTΛNy] | y ∈ ∂Bρ}. Therefore, limn→∞ E[
¡
π0N
¢
n
] =∞ and limn→∞SR[

¡
π0N
¢
n
] =

∞ for
¡
π0N
¢
n
, −1

2(x
θn
n )

TΛNx
θn
n , being at variance with the absence of quasi-arbitrage.

In contrast, if the above sequence does not meet E[(xTnΛNxn] < −κ, κ > 0, for all n , then there

exists a subsequence {xn}∞n=1, xn ∈ Iρ, with xn → x ∈ ∂Bρ, −→x ⊂ PN , and E[(xTnΛNxn]→ 0. We can

assume that the corresponding vectors xθnn are selected such that (−PN−1
j=1 (x

θn
n )j, x

θn
n ) ∈ ∂PN , where

∂PN is the boundary of the polyhedral convex set PN . Since the convergence of E[(xTnΛNxn] → 0 if

xn → x takes place quadratically in |xn − x|, but θn grows exponentially with |xn − x|, we conclude

that θnE[(xTnΛNxn]→−∞. Hence,

SR[
¡
π0N
¢
n
] =

−E[(xθnn )TΛNxθnn ]
Std[(xθnn )TΛNx

θn
n ]

≥ −θnE[xnTΛNxn]
Stdmaxρ

→∞
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as n→∞. Again, this contradicts the absence of quasi-arbitrage. ¤

Proof of Proposition 10. Take any ε > 0 and deÞne n(τ , N) , max{j ∈ N | j
N ≤ τ}. First, we

demonstrate that for an arbitrary q ≥ 0, �Un(τ ,N),N (q) ≤ �UN−n(τ ,N),N (q) + ε, if N is sufficiently large.

Suppose not, i.e., there exists a sequence Nm →∞ such that �Un(τ ,Nm),Nm(q) > �UNm−n(τ ,Nm),Nm(q) + ε.

Then buying q shares in each of the Þrst n(τ ,Nm) periods, and then selling q shares in each of the

periods Nm − n(τ ,Nm) + 1, Nm − n(τ ,Nm) + 2,. . ., Nm, results in E[π02n(τ ,Nm)] = O(n(τ ,Nm)2ε) and

Std[π02n(τ ,Nm)] = O(n(τ , Nm)ε). As m→∞, this becomes a quasi-arbitrage.

Next, we verify that the inequalities

q �UN−n(τ ,N),N(1)− ε ≤ �UN−n(τ ,N),N(q) ≤ q �UN−n(τ ,N),N(1) + ε, (20)

q ≥ 0, must hold for sufficiently large N . If the second inequality were untrue, then there would exist a

q > 0 and a sequence Nm →∞ such that �UNm−n(τ ,Nm),Nm(q) > �UNm−n(τ ,Nm),Nm(1) + ε. Note that the

last paragraph guarantees the existence of an index m0 such that �Un,Nm(1) ≤ �UNm−n(τ ,Nm),Nm(1) +
ε
3q

for m ≥ m0 and n(τ ,Nm) ≤ n ≤ Nm − n(τ ,Nm). For these indices we thus have q �Un,Nm(1) ≤

q �UNm−n(τ ,Nm),Nm(1) +
ε
3 and

�Un,Nm(q) ≥ q �Un,Nm(1) + ε
3 as a consequence. In view of this, the trading

strategy of buying q shares in each of the periods n(τ ,Nm)+ 1, n(τ , Nm)+ 2,. . ., n(τ , Nm)+n0m, where

n0m , max{j ∈ N | Nm − n(τ , Nm)− j ≥ qj ∈ N} (q can be chosen to be rational), and then selling 1

share in each of the periods n(τ , Nm) + n0m + 1, n(τ ,Nm) + n0m + 2,. . ., n(τ , Nm) + qn0m, would render

quasi-arbitrage, as m→∞. The reader is invited to prove the Þrst inequality in (20) by making use of

the inequality q �Un,Nm(1) ≥ �Un,Nm(q) +
ε
3 if n(τ , Nm) ≤ n ≤ Nm − n(τ ,Nm). The proposition follows

now from the maintained assumptions. ¤

Proof of multi-asset versions of Propositions 1 and 2. The proof is divided into Þve steps. �Uij, i 6= j,

is as deÞned in the main text. We Þrst prove the necessity of U �s quasi-linearity in the absence of price

manipulation and δ-arbitrage. Quasi-arbitrage is discussed at the end.
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Step 1: �Uij is symmetric, i.e., �Uij(q) = − �Uij(−q) on DjM .

If not, then either (i) there exists q > 0 with �Uij(q) > − �Uij(−q), or (ii) there exists q > 0 with

�Uij(q) < − �Uij(−q), or (iii) �Uij(0) 6= 0. For case (i) consider the strategy of buying q shares of asset i in

each of the Þrst m periods, buying q shares of asset j in each of the next m periods, selling q shares of

asset j in each of the next m periods, and selling q shares of asset i in each of the following m periods.

This implies E[π04m] = O(m2q[ �Uij(q) + �Uij(−q)]). For case (ii) consider selling in each of the Þrst m

periods q shares of asset i, buying in each of the next m periods q shares of asset j, selling in each of

the next m periods q shares of asset j, and buying in each of the subsequent m periods q shares of asset

i. Then, E[π04m] = O(−m2q[ �Uij(q) + �Uij(−q)]). Both trading strategies give E[π04m] > 0 and a Sharpe

ratio that can become larger than any δ bound if the initial price vector is sufficiently high. Case (iii)

is easy to rebut and left to the reader.

Step 2: lim n→∞ �Uij(q
(q)
n ) = �Uij(q) when q ∈ DjM\{0} is irrational and limn→∞ q(q)n = q, all q(q)n ∈ Q.

In what follows, we verify that none of the four cases stated in Lemma 2 can hold for �Uij. For the Þrst

case take the strategy of buying q shares of asset i in each of the Þrst m periods, buying q(q)n shares of

asset j in each of the nextm periods, selling q shares of asset j in each of the nextm periods, and selling

q shares of asset i in each of the followingm periods. This results in E[π04m] = O(m2q[ �Uij(q
(q)
n )− �Uij(q)]).

For the second case, consider buying q shares of asset i in each of the Þrst m periods, buying q shares

of asset j in each of the next m periods, selling q(q)n shares of asset j in each of the following m − 1

periods, and selling q shares of asset i in each of the next m periods. As a consequence, E[π04m−1] =

O(−m2[ �Uji(q)(q− q(q)n ) + 1
2q
(q)
n
�Ujj(q

(q)
n ) +

1
2q
�Ujj(q)(q− 2q(q)n ) + q[ �Uij(q(q)n )− �Uij(q)]]). In the third case,

take the strategy of buying q shares of asset i in each of the Þrst m periods, buying q(q)n shares of asset

j in each of the next m periods, selling q shares of asset j in each of the next m− 1 periods, and selling

q shares of asset i in each of the following m periods. We obtain E[π04m−1] = O(−m2[ �Uji(q)(q(q)n − q) +
1
2
�Ujj(q

(q)
n )(q

(q)
n −2q)+ 1

2q
�Ujj(q)+q[ �Uij(q)− �Uij(q(q)n )]]). For the last case, consider buying q shares of asset

i in each of the Þrstm periods, buying q shares of asset j in each of the nextm periods, selling q(q)n shares
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of asset j in each of the followingm periods, and selling q shares of asset i in each of the nextm periods.

This yields E[π04m] = O(−m2[ �Uji(q)(q− q(q)n )+ �Ujj(q)(12q− q
(q)
n )+

1
2q
(q)
n
�Ujj(q

(q)
n )− q[ �Uij(q)− �Uij(q(q)n )]]).

All trading strategies render positive expected proÞts and high Sharpe ratios when m and the index n

are chosen appropriately.

Step 3: �Uij(q) = �Uij(1)q on DjM . If it were not, either �Uij(q) > �Uij(1)q for a q > 0 or �Uij(q) < �Uij(1)q

for a q > 0. In the Þrst case, the trading strategy of buying q shares of asset i in the Þrst m periods,

buying q shares of asset j in the nextm periods, selling one share of asset j in each of the nextmq periods,

and selling q shares of asset i in each of the next m periods gives E[π04m] = O(m2q[ �Uij(q)− �Uij(1)q]). In

the second case, we obtain E[π04m] = O(−m2q[ �Uij(q)− �Uij(1)q]) from buying q shares of asset i in each

of the Þrst m periods, buying one share of asset j in each of the next mq periods, selling q shares of

asset j in each of the next m periods, and buying q shares of asset i in each of the following m periods.

Both are at variance with the absence of price manipulation and δ-arbitrage if m is large enough.

Step 4: �Uij = �Uji. Consider the strategy of buying q shares of asset i in each of the Þrst m

periods, buying q shares of asset j in each of the next m periods, selling q shares of asset i in each

of the next m periods, and selling q shares of asset j in each of the next m periods. This implies

E[π04m] = O(m2q[ �Uij(q)− �Uji(q)]). Obviously, this is in discord with the absence of price manipulation

and δ-arbitrage if �Uij(q) > �Uji(q) for a q > 0. By the same arguments, the opposite inequality, i.e.,

�Uij(q) < �Uji(q) for a q > 0 is false, too.

Last Step: �Ui(q1, q2, . . . , qK) =
PK
j=1

�Uij(qj). For brevity we prove the latter equality only for the

caseK = 2 here; the extension to arbitraryK is straightforward. Takem even and employ the following

two strategies.

1. Strategy X: trade −q shares of asset j in each of the Þrst m2 periods, trade q shares each of asset i

and asset j in each of the next m periods, trade q shares of asset j in each of the next m2 periods,

trade −q shares of asset j in each of the following m periods, and trade −q shares of asset i in

each of the next m periods;
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2. Strategy Y: trade −q shares of asset j in each of the Þrst m periods, trade −q shares of asset i in

each of the next m periods, trade q shares of asset j in each of the following m
2 periods, trade q

shares each of asset i and asset j in each of the next m periods, and trade −q shares of asset j in

each of the next m2 periods.

Strategy X gives rise to E[π04m] = O(m2qi[ �Ui(q1, q2)− �Uii(qi)− �Uij(qj)]), while strategy Y has E[π04m] =

O(−m2qi[ �Ui(q1, q2)− �Uii(qi)− �Uij(qj)]) as a result. Hence, regardless of the value of qi, the absence of

price manipulation and δ-arbitrage implies �Ui(q1, q2) = �Uii(qi) + �Uij(qj). Hence, �Ui is linear.

The slope λ of U has to be positive semideÞnite: if there exists a q such that qTλq < 0, then consider

the strategy of trading the vector q in each of the Þrst m periods, and then trading the vector −q in

each of the following m periods. The result is E[π02m] = O(−m2qTλq) and hence λ has to be positive

semideÞnite to rule price manipulation and δ-arbitrage. That U is quasi-linear can be shown in the

same fashion as in the single-asset case (see proof of Proposition 1).

To show that the absence of quasi-arbitrage implies the quasi-linearity of U , we employ the fact

that each trading strategy used in Steps 2-4 causes the expected Þnal prices (after the implementation

of each trading strategy) to be at least as large as the initial prices. Thus, if each trading strategy in

Steps 2-4 is repeated inÞnitely many times, expected prices always stay nonnegative, and the expected

value and the Sharpe ratio of each strategy�s proÞts go to inÞnity. As a consequence, the absence of

quasi-arbitrage puts the same restrictions on the function �Uij as the absence of price manipulation does.

To verify the linearity of �Ui, use of the symmetry assumption �Ui(q1, q2) = − �Ui(−q1,−q2) is made. We

have to distinguish twelve cases:

1. if �Ui(q1, q2) > �Uii(qi) + �Uij(qj), �Uj(q1, q2) = �Ujj(qj) + �Uji(qi), and qi > 0, repeat strategy X

inÞnitely many times;

2. if �Ui(q1, q2) > �Uii(qi) + �Uij(qj), �Uj(q1, q2) = �Ujj(qj) + �Uji(qi), and qi < 0, repeat strategy Y

inÞnitely many times;
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3. if �Ui(q1, q2) < �Uii(qi) + �Uij(qj), �Uj(q1, q2) = �Ujj(qj) + �Uji(qi), and qi > 0, use strategy Y for the

case �Ui(−q1,−q2) > �Uii(−qi) + �Uij(−qj) and −qi < 0 inÞnitely many times;

4. if �Ui(q1, q2) < �Uii(qi) + �Uij(qj), �Uj(q1, q2) = �Ujj(qj) + �Uji(qi), and qi < 0, use strategy X for the

case �Ui(−q1,−q2) > �Uii(−qi) + �Uij(−qj) and −qi > 0 inÞnitely many times;

5. if �Ui(q1, q2) > �Uii(qi) + �Uij(qj), �Uj(q1, q2) > �Ujj(qj) + �Uji(qi), and qi > 0, repeat strategy X

inÞnitely many times;

6. if �Ui(q1, q2) > �Uii(qi) + �Uij(qj), �Uj(q1, q2) > �Ujj(qj) + �Uji(qi), and qi < 0, repeat strategy Y

inÞnitely many times;

7. if �Ui(q1, q2) < �Uii(qi) + �Uij(qj), �Uj(q1, q2) > �Ujj(qj) + �Uji(qi), and qi > 0, Þrst use strategy

Y and then use strategy Y for the case �Ui(−q1,−q2) > �Uii(−qi) + �Uij(−qj), �Uj(−q1,−q2) <

�Ujj(−qj) + �Uji(−qi), and −qi < 0, which we denote by -Y; repeat this pair of trading inÞnitely

many times, i.e., trade Y, -Y,Y, -Y, Y, and so on;

8. if �Ui(q1, q2) < �Uii(qi) + �Uij(qj), �Uj(q1, q2) > �Ujj(qj) + �Uji(qi), and qi < 0, Þrst use strategy

X and then use strategy X for the case �Ui(−q1,−q2) > �Uii(−qi) + �Uij(−qj), �Uj(−q1,−q2) <

�Ujj(−qj)+ �Uji(−qi), and −qi > 0, which we denote by -X; trade inÞnitely many times X, -X,X, -X,

X, and so on;

9. if �Ui(q1, q2) > �Uii(qi) + �Uij(qj), �Uj(q1, q2) < �Ujj(qj) + �Uji(qi), and qi > 0, Þrst use strategy X and

then use either strategy X or Y for the case �Uj(−q1,−q2) > �Ujj(−qj) + �Uji(−qi), �Ui(−q1,−q2) <

�Uii(−qi)+ �Uij(−qj) (asset i is traded Þrst), depending on whether −qj > 0 or−qj < 0, respectively;

repeat this pair of trading inÞnitely many times;

10. if �Ui(q1, q2) > �Uii(qi) + �Uij(qj), �Uj(q1, q2) < �Ujj(qj) + �Uji(qi), and qi < 0, Þrst use strategy Y and

then use either strategy X or Y for the case �Uj(−q1,−q2) > �Ujj(−qj) + �Uji(−qi), �Ui(−q1,−q2) <

�Uii(−qi)+ �Uij(−qj) (asset i is traded Þrst), depending on whether −qj > 0 or−qj < 0, respectively;

repeat this pair of trading inÞnitely many times;
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11. if �Ui(q1, q2) < �Uii(qi)+ �Uij(qj), �Uj(q1, q2) < �Ujj(qj)+ �Uji(qi), and qi > 0, use inÞnitely many times

strategy Y for the case �Ui(−q1,−q2) > �Uii(−qi) + �Uij(−qj), �Uj(−q1,−q2) > �Ujj(−qj) + �Uji(−qi),

and −qi < 0;

12. if �Ui(q1, q2) < �Uii(qi)+ �Uij(qj), �Uj(q1, q2) < �Ujj(qj)+ �Uji(qi), and qi < 0, use inÞnitely many times

strategy X for the case �Ui(−q1,−q2) > �Uii(−qi) + �Uij(−qj), �Uj(−q1,−q2) > �Ujj(−qj) + �Uji(−qi),

and −qi > 0.

Each trading strategy described for the cases 1-12 produces inÞnite expected proÞts, while expected

prices always stay nonnegative. In addition, the Sharpe ratios go to inÞnity thanks to the assumption

made in the main text (γ < 0, ζ < 0, and ϑ < 0). Therefore, �Ui has to be linear. Moreover, if there

exists a q such that qTλq < 0, then consider the strategy of trading the vector q in each of the Þrst

m periods, and then trading the vector −q in each of the following m periods. Then, reverse the roles

and trade the vector −q in each of the subsequent m periods, and then trade the vector q in each of

the following m periods. If you repeat this 4m periods long round-trip trade inÞnitely many times you

obtain limm→∞ E[π02m] = limm→∞ SR[π
0
2m] =∞ with expected prices always being nonnegative. As a

consequence, λ must be positive semideÞnite. To complete, use the same arguments as in the proof of

Proposition 1 to show that the absence of quasi-arbitrage implies the quasi-linearity of U . ¤

Appendix B. Examples of Nonzero Supplementary

Functions

We give here three examples of quasi-linear functions whose supplementary functions fail to be zero.

The proofs are presented after a brief discussion of these examples.

Example A (Bernoulli distribution) Suppose DM = R and that the residual trades can only assume

two values with positive probability, namely, P[ηn = −η0] = P[ηn = η0] = 1
2 =

1
2 + P[ηn = 0] for n ∈ N

and η0 > 0. In this case, U is quasi-linear if and only if U(x) = λx+SU (x) where SU (x) = −SU (x−2η0)

for all x ∈ R.
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Example B (Uniform distribution) Assume DM = R and that the ηn�s are uniformly distributed on

R, with compact support [−s, s], s > 0, and that U is either continuous and of bounded variation or

piecewise continuously differentiable on R. Then, U is quasi-linear if and only if U(x) = λx+ SU (x)

where SU is a 2s-periodic trigonometric Fourier series satisfying
R 2s
0 SU (x)dx = 0. (For the precise

form of SU see below.)

Example C (Triangle distribution) Let the residual trades have the �triangle density�

fη(x) =


(1+ x

s )/s x ∈ [−s, 0]

(1− x
s )/s x ∈ (0, s]

, s > 0,

on R. In this case, U is quasi-linear if and only if U(x) = λx+ SU (x) where SU is given by

SU (q) = S1(q) + S2(q)q, (21)

where S1 : R→ R and S2 : R→ R are s-periodic functions satisfying
R s
0 S1(q)dq =

R s
0 S2(q)dq = 0.

Observe that to derive the result in Example B, we need to impose smoothness assumptions on U ,

unlike the results in Propositions 2 and 5 and Examples A and C.

In Examples A, B, and C, SU can take on a variety of functional forms. What they have in common

is that they are periodic and that either SU or its components integrate to zero over any interval with

length equal to their periodicity. For instance, any multiple of the sine function would be a possible

candidate for the functions SU , S1, and S2 in Examples B and C, if the periodicity is s = π and s = 2π,

respectively. The reader is invited to construe candidate SU -functions for Example A.

Note that the precise shape of SU is determined by the curvature of the residual trades� density

function and is therefore variable. For more complicated distributions, SU can still be computed, albeit

with much more intricate structure.

For the proofs recall from above that
R
Ω SU (q+ηn)dP = 0 for all q ∈ DM is equivalent to En[SU (�qn+
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ηn)] = 0, for any Fn-measurable random variable �qn.

Proof of Example A. By deÞnition, quasi-linearity requires the supplementary function of U to meet

SU (q + η0) + SU (q − η0) = 0 for all q ∈ R. (22)

On the other hand, (22) implies that U(x) = λx+ SU (x) is quasi-linear. ¤

Proof of Example B. Under the assumption that U is quasi-linear, equation (6) becomes

Z q+s

q−s
SU (x)dx = 0 for all q ∈ R. (23)

By differentiating the above integral equation with respect to q, we obtain that SU is 2s-periodic on

R. Since, by assumption, SU is either continuous and of bounded variation or piecewise continuously

differentiable, it has a trigonometric Fourier representation given by

SU (q) =
∞X
n=1

h
an cos(

πs

n
q) + bn sin(

πs

n
q)
i
, (24)

where

an =
1

s

Z s

−s
SU (x) cos(

πs

n
x)dx (25)

and

bn =
1

s

Z s

−s
SU (x) sin(

πs

n
x)dx. (26)

Note that the above Fourier series does not have an intercept part, a0, since a0 =
R s
−s SU (x)dx = 0.

Hence SU possesses the claimed 2s-periodic trigonometric Fourier series with
R 2s
0 SU (x)dx = 0.

Conversely, if SU (q) = U(q) − λq is 2s-periodic and satisÞes R 2s0 SU(x)dx = 0, then it has the

representation (24)-(26) and meets (23). Thus U is quasi-linear and the proof is complete. ¤

Proof of Example C. We Þrst show that in case of quasi-linearity SU is given by (21), where S1 :
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R→ R and S2 : R→ R are s-periodic functions.

If the density of the residual trades is fη, equation (6) has the form

Z q+s

q−s
SU (x)fη(x− q)dx = 0 for all q ∈ R. (27)

Now, differentiating this integral equation with respect to q yields

Z q

q−s
SU (x)dx−

Z q+s

q
SU (x)dx = 0 for all q ∈R.

By differentiating again, we obtain that SU satisÞes the difference equation

SU (q + 2s)− 2SU (q + s) + SU (q) = 0 for all q ∈R.

But the general solution of it is just given by (21), where S1 and S2 are both s-periodic.

That S1 and S2 satisfy the two integral conditions stated in Example C follows from the identity

Z q+s

q−s
SU (x)fη(x− q)dx =

1

s

Z q+s

q
S1(x)dx+

1

s

Z q+s

q
S2(x)dx ∗ q = 0

for all q ∈ R.

Alternately, the last equation implies that SU (q) = U(q)−λq satisÞes (27) if it has the representation

(21) with
R s
0 S1(q)dq =

R s
0 S2(q)dq = 0. Therefore, U is quasi-linear. ¤

Appendix C. Proofs of the results in Section VII

Proof of Propositions 1*, 2*, 5*, 9*, and 10*. Propositions 1* and 2* are shown in exactly the

same fashion as Propositions 1 and 2, that means, using the same steps and the same trading strategies.
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To evaluate the gain-loss ratio use in each case the inequality E[(X + Y )+]/E[(X + Y )−] ≥ (E[X] +

E[Y ])/(E[X−] + E[Y −]) for any two random variables X : Ω → R and Y : Ω → R. Proposition 5* is

easier to prove than its counterpart Proposition 5. As straightforward computations reveal, the revenue

of a multi-period round-trip trade can be written as π0N = X + Y , where X ≤ 0 and E[Y ] = 0. By

virtue of

E[(π0N)+]
E[(π0N)−]

≤ E[Y +]
E[Y −]

= 1,

we conclude that quasi-linearity of the price-update and price-impact functions implies GLR[π0N ] ≤ 1.

Finally, Propositions 9* and 10* can be veriÞed by repeating the proofs of Propositions 9 and 10, where

instead of the Sharpe ratio the gain-loss ratio has to be calculated at each step. ¤
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